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Republicans To Capitalize On
Top Player Award
PERCY HINES, Tennessee
State iipsekster,t.•Viresented
a trolday by William Nabors.
Coca Cola company represen-
tative, as most valuable play-
er in the 1955 Bluff City Clas-
sic. Looking on is lovely Mary
Jean Booth, "Miss Tennessee
State." The trophy, donated
annually by the Memphis Coca
Cola Bottling company to the
gainer MVP, yeas presented
during halftime ceremonies of
the game between State and
Alcorn college. Fay Mitchell,
star Tennessee State back and
former Douglass High grid-
ster, was nzmed MVP in Sat-
urday night's game. (Newson
Photo)
[Court Backs
'Buy Home'
Anywhere
Saints To Invade City
For Holy Convocation
Circuit Court rulings here last
week upheld the Supreme Court's
decision that there can be no re-
trictions as to whom anyone sells
property.
• Judges Andrew 0. Holmes. John
W. Wilson and Floyd M. Hender-
son handed down the rulings in
tour cases in which whites had
sued for damages to offset losses
in property values they claimed
were produced by home sales to
Negroes.
The judges said that even if
there is a clause in the con-
tracts saying property cannot be
sold to Negroes it is invalid.
NO LEGAL WAY
Atty. W. C. Rodgers, who filed
all the damage suits, said that
while there may be no legal way
to prevent whites from selling
homes in white neighborhoods to
Negroes, this does not alter the
tact that property values go
down when Negroes move in.
He said it is on this . ground
that the suits were brought and
that he will appeal the decisions.
All four cases were quite similar,
asking for between $2.000 an d
$3,000 damages plaintiffs alleged
were caused when Negroes were
sold houses "in inviting and de-
sirable white neighbigtoods."
THOSE INVOLVED1.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Knox, of
1189 Englewood, and Mrs. Tom
C. Bennett. of 1181 Englewood,
both sued Mr. and Mrs. Harry Al-
len, of 1185 Englewood, who sold
their home to colored.
Earl Roberts in a like case sued By MOSES NEWSOMMrs. Ethel R. Whitehead.
Prayer for peace ‘v ill be the central theme of the 49th 1 In one case filed by Atty. Rodg- WILDWOOD, Fla. — There were some strange twists
, ers J. M. Daniels. white, sued a to the kidnaping and flogging story in which 39-year-old . Negro COM-Holy Convocation of the Church of God in Christ, Inter-
national, when it convenes Nov. 25 thru Dec. 15 at Mason's Burns, for $2,850 after they bought
ON TALKS 
believes the Negro vole will , depublican group, which has towNgro couple. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin 
, munities as. well as to all others," tY'Jesse Woods was the central figure.
Temple, of 958 S. Mason at,, in Memphis, with the church's a $9,000 home from whites at 1240 
William H. Robinson, who ran
g0 back into the Democratic fold i Negro members.
Unless Woods changes his mind and agrees to talk ROBINSO
94-year old founder and Senior Bishop, C. H. Mason, pre- ' Azalia• to the press, it could well be that some of the twists won't 
• successully on the Republican
in 1960. I There is no question that defew-
. ' 
majority of Negroes of tions to the States Rights tiekd
tiding. Shelby County voted for :resident helped make possible the Mee-
Voke Of Protest
From New Negro
By MOSES J. NEWSON
15c
Map Long Range Program
To Hike Negro Membershi
The big switch of Negro voters that placed traditional-
ly Democratic Shelby county into the Republican column
 
 for the first time and helped President Eisenhower again
carry Tennessee, echoed "the revolutionary undertones 
oi
I 
the New Negro's protest voice and changed attitude."
Ite That is the viewpoint of Lt.George W. Lee. cagey Old Guard peo-e •in, a political arena still dominated ! election proved this statement."lumbia White House. Our meadiance on the part of Negroes in pi the Shelby county court-Republican leader who planned house than in the District of Co-!;the unprecedented switch of alleg-
crats. 
will do next lime continued, one
diets that "with the enlightened 
,
the Negro switched and what he
But as the discussion of why
l by the old E, H. Crump Demo-Furthermore, Lt. Lee flatly pre-.
support of the Negro voter Shelby STATE'S RIGHTERS NOT KEY
thing remained sure.
county will be in the Republican It was that big. switch in Negro
i ranks in the next presidential , voting habits in Shelby county,election if the Republican Party land elsewhere in Tennessee, too,keeps up the Eisenhower attitude that resulted in the Eisenhower-
toward civil rights."
'VOTED FOR IKE' 
Nixon 5.672 vote margin over Ste-
venson•Ketativer in Tennessee,
However,: Dr. .1. E. Walker, 1 That point has been conceded
I chairman of the Shelby County by the stale chairman of the Dem-o
While GOP leaders over t h e country were rejoicing I Vice President Nixon. who it
this week over the gains made in t h e once impregnable hairman of the Government Con-
tract Compliance Committee, willDemocratic Negro vote they were seriously reflecting on devote more time than ever to
how they could "convert" the mass of "protest" and "We ;eliminating discrimination in em-
ployment.like Ike" switchers into permanent Republican party .
-One has become one of his
members. favorite projects and he will work
Most were frank in their views has convinced Republican politic- 10 times harder on it." said Wash-
about the change. "We are not ians, according to Washingte,. ington. Over 78 per cent of busi-
naive enough to *believe that the that wherever they work and or- I1PSS and industries in the coun-Negro vote given Mr. Eisenhow- ganize among Negroes wit. a pro- try have government contracts.
er was a Republican vote, hut we gram that has appeal to them. The influence of the President's
would like it to be. one Chicago they can win without "riding coat office. rather than pressure will
Republican leader told the Defend- tads.- be the formula for moving ahead
er.
WASHINGTON'S VIEWS 
The new strategy to win and in the area of breaking down bias.
Interviewed in Washington b 
keep Negro voters therefore calls "We shall concentrate on action
for setting up a far flung opera- and not words," said Washington.telephone, Val J. Washington, di- lion of organizing and re-vamping He attributed the stature of
rector of minorities or the Rcpub- beginning at the precinct level and President Eisenhower as a worldlican National committee, outlin- working up through county and leader as a factor in the over-
ed a vigorous program for the state central committees. iwhelming vote of confidence giv-
next four years, whereby the par- PLANS REVEALED len him by people-of all races andty expects to convince Negroes Washington will direct this phase the work of Vice-President Nixonthat their interests can be best from his office at Republican on the Contract Compliance Coin-
served under a GOP administra- headquarters in the Capitol. mitt ee as a second great influencetion, regardless of who the Presi- aldent is. 
He said that reports coming in causing Negroes to, change.
show that the shift among Negro Washington predicted that when
voters is the largest of any group the full effect of the Eisenhower
in the country. The Administration gains in civil rights has been
understood by Negroes he will heplans to follow through on the
plementation of the Supreme Court as revered as Abraham Lincoln is.
school system of the nation, said LOCAL PICTURF:
Washington. In Chicago, Samuel Wit wer,
chairman of the Illinois Citizens
For Eisenhower, called the shift
a demonstration of the -mature
thinking of Negroes in politics"
and proof that they are no long-
er held captive by any political
party or political leaders.
"This is more than a partisan
matter of convert ing people,"
Witwer said. "People are now vot.
ties must be mindful of their re- 
Democratic Club and leader of the locratic Party and joined in ic
PRESIDENT EISENHOWERing according to their conscience
and their convictions. Both par-
Negro Democrats in Shelby coun- leaders of the local new &ward
From now on, emphasis will
he on the Republican Party itself
as well as the achievements of the
Eisenhower administration.
The tremendous shift of Negro
votes, more noticable in the South
Trial May Unravel
Woods .Case Twists
0 The announcement of. the 19'fleeting was released by Bishop
L. H. Ford. of Chicago, public re-
lations directov of the church.
Bishop Ford pointed out that the
first three days of the meeting,
the church will be lead in fasting
and prayers for peaceand saving
of souls, as a regular custom in
the Holy Convocations.
Previous Holy Convoe •lions of
the Church of God in Christ have
attracted nation-wide attention for
its continuing all-day and all -
night sessions that make up the
20-day spiritual 'feast.
EXPECT THRONG _
Church of God in Christ dele-
gations, bishops. and visitors
from all over the world, are ex-
pected to start pouring into Mem-
phis a week ahead of the open-
See SAINTS, Page 2 BISHOP C. W. MASON
*Supreme Court Upholds talked about raising money to buy Ithe home from the young minister
in hopes of then selling it to some
white buyer.
Bus Segregation Ban
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The Supreme Court yes-
terday upheld a district court decision outlawing racial
segregation on buses in Montgomery. Ala.
In affirming the lower court decision, the high bench
gave a more clear-cut ruling on bus segregation than it
did last spring when it refused 
to review a decision that a Co- there had been no final decision
lumbia, S. C., Negro woman had
a right to sue a bus company.
In the Alabama case, a two-
member majority of the .hree -
judge district court held that state
laws and Montgomery City ordi-
nances were unconstitutional.
Both the city and state filed an
appeal.
In the South Carolina decision,
the majority judges cited a Co-
embia case sentsback by the Su-
preme Court last year on grounds
in lower courts and said, "We
agree with the fourth circuit's
opinion that the separate but equal
doctrine can no longer' be safe-
ly followed as a correct state-
ment of the law."
Announcement of the Supreme
Court's latest ruling on segre-
gation in travel came dramat-
ically while lawyers for t h e
• Montgomery Improvement Asso-
ciation were arguing over an .in-
, See UPHOLDS, Page 2
Like most large cities, Memphis
is undergoing a period in which the
Negro, with more money to
spend, is in the market for a bet-
ter home in a better location. Often
they have bought ;rom whites,
who many times, cannot find
white buyers.
REAL ESTATE BOARD
The Real Estate Board of
Memphis prohibits its .embers to
sell Negroes home& in white areas
unless Negroes already make up
10 per cent of the block dwellers
or unless a majority of the whites
approve such a sale.
This has developed a situation
where some whites will sell direct-
ly to Negro buyers.
Such a case was the one involv-
ing Rev. C. H. Mason, jr.. who
purchased a 113,250 home this
Summer at 175.5 Glenview, direct-
ly from a white family.
WHITES PROTEST
There were objections to the ,
sale and the Glenview Civic club
Another building project snagged
by the racial angle was a pro-
posed development for the Cum-
mings-Walker area. White resi-
dent i of the area, supported by
their ministers, packed the City
Commission hearing room to.pro-
test the development and it was
' finally shelved.
, RACE-FLAG AGAIN
Just recently the race-flag was
• waved again to block sale of a
piece of Negro-owned property in
the Cherokee area which was to
have been used for Negro homes.
White residents again crowded
the City Commission room pro-
testing that the small frame Ne-
gro school in the area would not
accommodate any more children,
leaving the impression they fear-
ed there might he a threat to the
status of the white school if the
deal went through and more fami-
lies moved in.
become untangled until the case
gets to the courtroom in Bushnell.
Bushnell, 16 miles south of Wild-
wood, is the county seat for
Sumpter county. It is here that
the trial will be held unless there
is a change of venue.
WON'T TALK
Since Woods chose to say noth-
ing to the press after the FBI
turned him up in Andalusia, Ala.,
whatever information he has is
just between him and officials to
whom he has talked.
He is being held in protec-
tive custody in the Florida State
prison at Raiford.
Woods' decision to remain silent
puts him in the same category as
the young white teacher to who'•
he reportedly said "'Hello there,
baby," to start all the trouble,
• Miss Mary Evelyn Hill, t h e
teacher has steadfastly refused to
THIS COURTHOUSE in Bush-
nell, Fla., 16 miles from Wild
wood, is where the trial of
Jesse Woods' kidnappers and
Roggen would normally be
held. Some of the events which
•
see the 'nit, Her father said she
didn't want to be bothered.
• Both of them will have to an-
swer the questions though when,
and, if, trial time comes.
,FATHER PUZZLED
I Another question will be w h y ,
!McArthur Woods. 71-y -old fa-
ther of Jesse, was never told the
disorderly conduct charge
against his son involved the
'hello there, baby" remark.
The elder Woods will certainty
testify, if he's called, that he be-
lieves he could have prevented
all the troubl had he known ,
about the alleged remark
To make this matter I o k I
stranger still. Woods will testify
• that he and others who came to
'pick up Jesse would never have
1See TRIAL, Page 2
still have ring of strange-
ness to them may become
clearer when the witnesses in
the case have their say in the
courtroom, (Newsom Photo)
ticket for the Illinois legislature,
said. "If the Republican Party fol-
lows through on civil rights legis-
lation and the practice of equal-
ity in all aspects in the adminis-
tration of the various offices, there
is a chance to win Negroes per-
manently.
"This represents a kind of politi-
cal maturity for American Negro
voters. In the future the Negro
vote throughout the country will
be a significant factor in all elec-
tions. It all represents to me that
we can no longer pick party hacks
whose record in relation to Na
groes has not been sound, but reali
Americans with a sense of jus-
tice and equality in both parties
will attract the Negro voter of •
tomorrow."
Plan Shrine For
W. C. Handy
The city of Florence, Ala., plans
to open a public shrine in honor
of W. C. Handy. famed Negro
former cititen on Jan. 1,
The announcement was made by
Mayor Walter Harrison of Flor-
ence last week. He disclosed that
the famed composer's golden
trumpet and ancient Piano uP0t1
which he wrote songs of interna-
tional repute, will be placed in
a restored three-room frame house
where Handy was born in
Florence. 83 years ago.
First indication of the plans to
honor the famous former Mem-phis resident was giver. by Mr.
Handy himself, in a letter to his
friend. Lt. Geo.oge W. Lee. Mem-
phis leader.
Mr. Handy, "Father of the
Blues," arranged for the delivery
of the trumpet and piano at a
recent meeting with Mayor Harri-
son and the Florence Chamber of
Commerce representatives in New
i York City.
Eisenhower and not the Reptibli- bower victory, but this was mt
can Party. The majority of Ne-' the key.
groes in Shelby county are still! U. Lee and his workers idle.
Democrats," he said, this defection was in the making,
"We Democrats and Republi-, just as did the Democratic lead-
cans must realize that it is more;
important to us to vote for good,.. PROTEST, Page 3
West Tennessee AME
Confab At St. James
The Memphis and West Tennessee Annual tonferene•
of the African Mehodist Church convened Wsdneedu
morning at the St. James AMR church with recently ap.
pointed Bishop Joseph Gomez, formerly of Texas, presid.
ing.
The conference will continue
through Sunday, Nov. 18. Rev, H.
McDonald Nelson is host minister.
Mrs. Hazel T. Gomez accompa-
nied her husband here for the con-
ference. She is Episcopal super-
visor of the Missionary Work of
the 13th district embracing the
states of Tennessee and Kentucky.
BISHOP HICKMAN
Bishop E. L. Hickman, presid-
ing prelate of South Africa, will
associate with Bishop Gomez. Bish•
op Hickman was elected at the
last general conference held in Mi-
ami last May. At that time he
was pastor of the Quinn Chapel
AMP church in Louisville. Ky. He
was formerly pastor of the New
Tyler AMP church in Memphis.
All conference sessions are be-
ing held at St. James until Sun-
day when they will be moved to
Clayhorn Temple on Hernando to the missionary sermon,
accommodate the large crowd ex- On Thursday night Rev. Robert
pected to hear Bishop Gomez' ser- McRae, pastor of Bethel A. M. E.
mon at 10:30 and the readies of church, was to deliver the educe-
the appointments. tionaL .sermon when Dr. Charles
ANNUAL SERMON L. Hill, president of Wilberforce
The annual sermon was delft,- university was expected to addrest
ered by Dr. Loyce Patrick, of As,- the conference.
cry Chapel on Wednesday morn- The public is invited to attend
ing. Rev. R. Y. Heys delivered all sessions.
REV. IL McDONALD NELSON
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Upholds
rotest
(Continued From Page 1)
ers. But the Democrats didn't
foresee the Negro vote breaking
• (Continued From Page 1) so sharply with tradition.
LT. LEE'S GUIDE
junction against the use of a With 1952's close race as a guide
motor pool by the .ssociation and with the emergence of the
in the State Circuit Court of pro-segregation Citizens For Prog-
' Judge Eugene Carter. ress group, plus the St a t es
• Judge Carter was the presiding Righters. plus the West Tennessee
—jurist over the trial last Febru- revolt against Kefauver, the Lee
t past record, heavily pro-Ketau- but 135,234. which was less than vote is better than 91 per cent of'
ver. the 1952 vote by L874. Four years the registered. Ward 5 w e n 1
To make this need more urgent agG Eisenhower carried Tennessee Democratic, 298 to 291; Ward I's
was the realization that Eisenhow- by 2.437 vote's but lost Shelby coun- went Demomsratic 343' to 235
er would not get all the white ty by 6.609 votes. • Ward 37, Precinct 1, went Dem-
support he gained in 1952, partly , Just how big a switch the Ne- ocratic 354 to 348 and 43-3 went
because of his stand on civil rights.' gro voter made this election can Democratic 583 to 377.
So the Lee forces went to work, be seen in the returns from 21 , Over in the six places where Ne
' 
groes make up 60 per cent of the
"For the loss of every white sent slightly better than 91 per voters the Democrats took just on
building about this rallying point: voting places where they repre-
vote, the Negro must supply the : cent of the registered citizens and 60-2, by a 652 to 586 decision.
President with another vote." another six places where they An example of how the Ne-PROOF OF SWITCH constitute little better than 60 per gro cast his vote on Nov. 6 canShelby county went into the eke- cent. he seen in the results from Wardlion with a record 210,637 citizens' In the first 21 places there are 26 Precinct 2 where they con-ery of the 96 lefendants in the forces saw their big chance — the registered to vote. Of this. 53,261 1 29,271 people registered and 26.716 situte 1.274 of 1.976 qualified vot-Montgomery boycott trial, when GOP's mily chance, r were Negroes. The total for of them are groes. That means. era. IThis was one of the six 60Rev. Martin Luther King, jr. was They had to swing the Negro ' Memphis was 177.040 and 45.907 there are but 2,560 white voters per cent places. I ,convicted of conspiracy to incite vote, a vote
 that had always been
• boycott. Democratic, a vote that \vita, by
' The five lawyers are:
' Fred D. Cray, Montgomery;
• tharles D. Langford, Montgom-
ery; Orzell Billingsley, Arthur D.
- 
Shores and Peter Hall, all of Bir-
Iltingham. They were overjoyed
at the decision.
' They were scheduled to go Into
Federal District court today to
argue against the constitutional-
ity of segregation laws in Ala-
bama on public transportation.
Fred Gray said yesterday's de-
cision now makes the case for the
'District Court moot. The ruling is
xpected to have far-reaching ef-
fifects. However, it may mean a
...a:remanent injunction against the
'use of a privately-operated motor
-pool-
Trial
(Continued ram Page 1)
Sivaited around for him had they
known the reat• reason for the
disorderly conduct charge.
MEN SEARCHED
And further, he will say that
ssisile they waited for Jesse, po-
lice, who knew of the "II e 1 1 o
there, baby" remark. came out
and searched the three men in
the car before releasing Jesse.
' 'Now that certain officials feel it
neessary to hold Jesse in "pro-
tective.' custody. there will be in-
terest anew in why, in face of
the remark he was accused of
making. more protection wasn't
given hin from the outset.
' It may not mean anything that
at least one of the other two pris-
oners who were released iron the
jail before Woods was kidnaped CARROLL MrSWAIN. WDIAhad no money to Pay his way and Tri-State Fair association
out and wa3 extended credit, talent search winner is seen
' The man said himself that '1 at mike in ('tub Del.isa in Chi- eago w as part of his first be —. 16.844 fioarn Negroes votingam a taxpayer here and well 
, (-ago. In background are Red place prize.. Ike-Nixor and t he GOP slate,known, so it vvas nothing unusu•, 8.000 from Negroes voting foral." He said the city police had • 
• Ste% enson-Kefauver hut a eainst thedone it before for well-known per
Sons'
YOUTH SHOT
dwain Scores In
g from 
 
 ependentsThen there was the shooting of
Socrates Miles. 16, who had been
the object of a search by a group
local Democrats: 6.156 from white
Republicans, and the remain-
in 5 865 whiteInd
and Democrats who liked Eisen-
hower and just pulled the Re-
of teenage sande boy. The boys 
I In short, these extremely heavywent to Wilthsood S'egro school 
Negro voting places gave Eisen-seeking Socrates a a d another Carroll McSwain, first place win-i "L'nehainded Melody" won him a
how er a margin of 2.842. Theouth, ner in the recent WDIA. Tri - solid tour minute ovation from a
President's Shelby county mar-' Nobody would connect t h e State Fair Talent Search stop-, overflow crowd at the DeLisa.
'Miles shooting and the Woods case, ped the show at Chicago's fained The trip was sposored by the gin was 3•126.
These figures of course do notthough it happened shortly before Club DeLisa, Friday night, Nov. , Tri-State Fair Association and Ra-1
W it, include numerous other placesWoods was kidnapped and after 2- , Station WDIA. A. C.
where the Negro has a sizeableseveral outbreaks between Negro Backed by the hard-hitting Red hams, WDIA's promotion consult-
Vole. 
TESTING GROUNDand white youths. Miles guessed it Saunders hand, afeewain appear- ant, arranged details of the trip
was rabbit hunters who nicked ed •oith such outstanding proles- Out of these -27 voting. places. 
Circumstances made Shelby
and accompanied Carroll McSwain.'
Eiaerhower swept all hut five. 
county a real testing ground inhim in the leg, sionals as .lo Ann Henderson. Alan 
which Republicana could see whichthe smung man is a 16-year-old ADLAI CAPTURES WARDSNO HUNTERS Drew and others. His rendition way the winds blow, which wayt Still. no "rabbit hunters" had of ` .Evers body's Col A liome But eleventh grade student at Book- they could he made t'ia blow what
Four of these Stevenson salvag-tome forth to say they were sorry Me- won him an encore and then er T. Washington. ed from the 21 where the Negro to do to control the direction ofshout the shooting, which was re- 
the blow,ported in newspapers.
So. all in all, trial time in ths Here's RJesse Woods story promises to it
ravel few interesting twists of
 F.
Odds point toward a trial wi!!,
ou! state. Gov. LeRoy Collins has The EisenbowerNixon te am onthly To StudentsConvictions in the tourist-conssisaid the case "cannot and not look Tennessee again Nov. 6 withgo unsolved 
• a slightly larger margin than in Four outstanding and scholarly
1952. For the first time in his- students from Douglass High
tors-, with a heavy Negro tote school received the WLOK Se% en
providing the margin, they car- t P Achievement Awards
 at the
!led Shelby county. Platter Party at the Abe Sella rff
The Democrats won out in the YMCA ThursdaY rught•
race for S. Congress with set. Fred Garner represented the
eran Cliff Davis gaining his ninth High school and presented& beau-
term easily in a race against Re. titul medal properly engra‘ed to
publican Herbert Harper, Annetta Taslor, who was select-
Shelby County's Democratic Cit• ed by the faculty of Douglass High
idens for Progress ticket made a school as the outstanding girl
clean sweep of the state leg!, scholar. Gov. Johnson jr., receiv-
lati% e posts as they did in the Au- ed a duplicate medal as the out.
gust primary.  standino boy scholar. Sammie
. Fields. jr . was awarded the Sev-The final vote
FOR STATE SEN VIE en Up-WLOK medal as the out'
(The Top Three Wont standing school citizen of Douglass
Thomas P. Mitchell gess:: High school. The outstanding ath-
Mrs. C. Frank Scott gmitst bite achievement award went to
P. 1‘elden Rill VON 82.9% Eli Jones.
Armetta Taylor has made h e
principal's list for three years
without missing and Governor
Johnson ,also for the past three
years has made the principal's
list. Sam Fields is an outstanding
II student at Douglass where he is
president of the Douglass ('ruin'
'it and has shoo n outstanding
!alert in citizenship and leader
ship. Eli Jones is an outstanding
athlete on the "Red Devil- team
He hag shew n unusual Value in
his football in the line playing all
the. game• this season, both in and
out of the sits
The Seven Cp-WI.OK Achieve-
ment Awards will he given to a
similar group from a different
of these were Negroes, in these 21 voting places.
A GOOD EXAMPLEStill the total Shelby vote was Not one of these went for Eisen- It so happened that there were
hower in 1952. five voting machines in the poll-
MARGIN OF 2.177 ing place at 1081 E. aleLemore
On Nov. 6 the 21 places cast and whether by coincidence or ar-
9,316 votes for Eisenhower and rangemert, three were staffed by;
Saunders left bandleader at
the Chi club and Leon Wash-
ington. McSwain's trip to ('hi-
THE UNITED STATES DELE-
GATION to the 11th regular
session of the IN General Ab-
sembly was sworn in Thursday
at the State Department. Ad-
ministering the oath of of-
fice was John F. Simmons,
Chief of Protocol. Left, Edward
S. Greenbaum, N. J.; Liber-
ian Ambassador Richard L.
Jones, Chicago; Frank C.
Nash, Washington, D. C.; Ells-
9111
worth Bunker, Vermont; Sen.
William F. Knowland, Calif.:
Mrs. Oswald Lord, New York
City; and Paul G. Roffman,
Calif.
7.139 for Stevenson, a Republican whites wassile two were staffed by : had a heavy Negro vote that was which flared in Montgomery in •margin of 2.177. Negroes and the voters cast their I Democratic. It had a Democratic the form of a bus boycott and. al ntsIn the six voting places Eisen- ballots -almost to a man" ac- group which was running a pro- now in Memphis in this election, ;bower garnered 3,458 votes to 2•81- 1 cording to this breakdown. interposition slate. Nationally, is indicati v e of the new approachfor Stevenson, a Republican mar- Here is a sampling of the vote: there was Tennessee's Estes Ke-• of the Negro toward the solution (Continued From Page 1) 'gin of 647. I Eisenhower, 776 and Stevenson
Breaking down the 18,455 votes 476 with the Negro-staffed ma- 
buyer a favorite son a mong; of this problem."
them. ; Getting otil this phenomenal vote 
ing date of the meeting. In the
in the 21 polls where Negroes chines. The Negro voters gave On the other hand there was the for Eisenhower from a people who h d
last session delegates were nn
rrfmake up 91 per cent of the regis-
tered and the e.269 votes in the
six places where Negroes are 62
per cent of the registered, their
voles for the major-parts- pesi-
dential candidates would total
18.865.
Since 4.162 of Shelby's 53,261
Negro registrants are located in
these 27 polling places according
to figures given last week by Mrs.
J. E. Bartz, registrar-at-large, it
seems that 57 per cent of the
Negroes registered actually voted.
Applying that yardstick on a
county-wide basis would mean that
a record 30.2a8 Negroes voted for
Eisenhower and Stevenson, and
this figure still could be conserva-
tive.
Pep Song Wins
Seven-Up Cash
701:,s nar.tne Bs rd Rooker
T. Washington High school, revels-
ed a S5 award for writing the
fle,I pep sorg, tor the Seven Up-
WLOK ' Platter Party.- which is
he'd at the Abe Scharff YMCA
each Thursday night. The award
was presented by "Cane- li,le of
WLOK. Charlene is a cheerleader
at her high school.
Fifteen new eases of tubercu-
losis and two TR deaths are re-
ported a (lay in (Thitagn
eport
ma! Vote
•
414111110,;•... • .
°71.41/4.11: •4‘..47
An
Ideal
Christmas
Gift
For the friend or relative who lilies good reading
exciting far away places give
adventure and
I Wonder As I Wander by Langston Hughes
For anyone who likes to know what life is like in the West Indies
Europe Russia. Clona and japan. travel around the world horn
Harlem to Samarkand in
I Wonder As! Wander by Langston Hughes
For anyone interested in the contrasts between Capitalism and
Communism color lines in the U S A and color lines in tithe, parts
of the world read
I Wonder As I Wander by Langston H:ighes
To receive this tascinvout 400 page Afro American autobiogia
oasirloeur to return mail send cash or money order for $6
addressed to UNIVERSITY PLACE BOOKSHOP 69 University place,
New York 3, N. Y.
NAME
ADDRESS 
CITY AND STATE
Stevenson hut 215 while the other Eisenhower record, a GOP slate ' gave the President but 
-about irael, India, Africa and the West
, e. •
three machines gave him 252 including three Negro candidates ;8,000 votes — some say \5,000 ,— Indies,t there were 13 absentee ballots, backed by Lt. George W. Lee, a in 1952 —:' was no small task.
The meeting is scheduled to bea number for the States Righters./ man who could make the most Lt. Lee pulled every trick heThe Negro-statfed machines gave of the situation. knew. The campaign close-out was 
, highlighted Sunday. Dec. 2. with
Herbert Harper 467 votes and Con- THE PROBLEM typical of the manner in which 
i an address from Edmund Orgill,
Memphis mayor, at the eveninggressman Cliff Davis 202 while the' The question was whether the his forces took advantage of ev• services. Choir members from allwhite-staffed machines went 164 Negro would overlook their dis-:ery opportunity,
for Harper and 353 for Davis. .favor for the local interposition' MINISTERS RALLY 
over the country. will for a mass
choir under the direction of Mrs.MRS. AWSUMB GETS 483 :group to back Sen. Kefauver or Sunday before election Tuesday J. 0. Patterson. of Memphis. as-Mrs. Wells Awsumh, who out- support Eisenhower ',s civil rig 
scores of local ministers had in sisted by Mrs. Anna B. Crockett,
• ' ' hts
distanced the GOP slate by about record and vote a protest against their possession telegrams sent by of Chicago, for the special Sundaysouthern Democrats.15.000 votes, picked tip 483 on the Lt. Lee asking them to "please services.Negro•staffed machines and 211 on Certainly other factors w e r 
earemind your people that Eisen- Heading the Women's division ofthe others, present, but this was the crucial hower's contributions in c i v i I the church is Mrs. Lillian B. Cof-
didates fell below 450 votes on the 
' decision.
On the answer probably hinged er President's."
Not one of the Republican can- rights are greater than any oth- fey. of Detroit, national supervis-
or of the women's department.two Negro-manned machines and the , conduct of b the Adin and Monday night before the elec- Bishop U. E. Miller. Detroit,
.nistra-
only Stevenson-Kefauver with 215 Gov actions between now
and Congressman Davis with 202 196 an( the campaign they will 
tion some 400 workers heard re- general secretary; and Bishop J.ports from 280 persons who had 0. Patterson and Bishop A. B. Mc-Crediting Negroes with giving' passed the 200-vote level on the wage next time around, been out ringing bells and then Ewen, of Memphis, host bishops.
Eisenhower 10 624 of the 12.774 same machines. This they now know: — 
, there was a demonstration bytotes the 27 places polled for him! One interesting thing about the A straight forward program on workers on methods of swayingand crediting them with pro- • voting this year is the manner in 'civil rights and an earnest effort voters to the Republican side.riding 8.241 of the 9,950 Stevenson which Congressman Cliff Davis, to capture the Negati 
the 
will
In this "scho-ol," some select-got there, Eisenhower comes lip who got more votes than any drastically cut down th
Semtho-. ed workers acted as Democratswith an astounding 56 to 44 de- other candidate in Shelby county, cratic popular vote in e ou dead
-set on voting the traditionalMuch of that vote will comecision among Shelby's traditional- pulled in Negro districts. manner and other workers play-from Negroes, more will comely Democratic Negro voters. RACK CLIFF DAVIS ed the part of Republicans -per-from whites who favor GOP poli-if this margin held on a 30.258 Although he was outdistanced in suading them in a nutshell conver-cies but have stuck with the dom-vote, Eisenhower would have re- Negro areas by Atty. Ilerbert Hat'- sation" to join the Eisenhowerinant party. It could be the re-cetved 16.844 Negro votes to 13.414 per, who sought to unseat him on 
 two-party system  i , ranks.turn of the ofor Stevenson. the Republican ticket, the Congress the South.Now then, how could T. L. Spen- man drew heavy Negro support. Lt. Lee sees this colored votecer. leaning Negro candidate In the same 21 voting places
- as the expression of a change inwith 36.865 votes do so weir' where Negroes comprise 91 per -attitudes in a people. a new Ne-.4 gime ipeculative guess would cent of the cote and where Steven- , gro who is no longer afraid to
son claimed four wards. Congress- say to the white man that he is
man Davis picked up five, now more interested in first
He missed Ward 5, which Stev- class citizenship than he is in
enson took, by 270-260 hut won as just bread and jobs alone.
did Stevenson. Ward 12 (easily.) NO SMALL TASK
31-1 by a wider edge 123 votes)! -This new Negro has
than did Stevenson. and 43-3. by . voice and its undertone
almost a 100 votes. He also took tionary."
13-1 by 10 votes and 51-1, which Lt. Lee
Stevenson lost by two votes, by 88
votes.
MORE THAN 78 PER CENT
In short in these 2 voting plac-
es where whites could have cast
but 2.560 votes if every one of
them voted, Davis polled 6.340
votes. Harper led him with 8,361,
WLOK To Make Awards
B. F. McCleaye
George C., Harrison
Robert E. Lee
FOR DIRECT
REPRESENTATIVE
'The Top Seven Won)
S1illiam S. Cobh
Alan Hammer
Lawrence T. Hughes
high school each moeth. These
day night at the "Platter Party"
at the Abe Scharff YMCA. which
awards will he presented on Thurs- scHLITz
is presided over by -Cane" Cole,
a popular rhythm and blues disc
Jockey with WI,OK.
Shelby county on the one side ,
•
v. 
FULL GLASSES
OF BEER
34.225
36,111
35,982
83,319
/43,245
82,7/45
in tins n•w
NO-DIPOSIT, NO-RITURN
(WARM-GA/LON IOTTLII
With; m Van Hersh .. 82,319
John Dozier 
. 81,410
Gerald %Niles . • _78,245
ismes j Bertueti . . 74,350
Mrs. Wells awsumb . 53,02.5
W. A. Danielson 38,765
T. L. Spencer 
 
36,865
W. R. Bradford 36.3Ie
Jim Foreman 35.219
Ben Fopas 34,246
FOR FLOTERIAt
R E PR ESENTATIVE
(Shelby and FayeUe Counties)
Doyle Rlackwood AS.=
"h Mrs. W. R. Donisaa  36,3421
BOTTLED UNDPIt
r quality
ithout
question
The cut of a suit ... the "fine" of
a lamp ... the grain in the wood
of your favorite chair: in these
things, you want quality without
question. You seek the same
assurance in your favorite
beverage. That's why you ...
and men like you ... invariably
ask for Coca-Cola: the quality
leader in the beverage business!
',Lamour, or NI COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY it
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TENN.
"C•kly" It • ropio•red atm* merit. e ?Cm, TN! COCA-CCY, COMPANff
a protest
is rev olu-
says "this new spirit.
Political observees are calling
this one of the Southern Negro's
strongest modern-day displays of
political independence a n d one
of George NV: Lee's master strokes.
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Union Avanu•
Serving Memphis SO Years
JA, 6-03 4 1
Story in the making: Evelyn Cunningham meta out to
track down a lead. She interview, headline personal-ities, covers society's most glamorous weddings, andin 19.;i2 rode the Presidential campaign train,
REWEAVING
of Burns -Tears
Moth Holes
- Done
Expertly, Inexpensively
In 3 To 5 Days
MAIL ORDERS
Filled Promptly
MADISON
Weavers
22 S THIRD STREET
Between Madison & Monroe
Also 105 Madison
•
Story in print: Evelyn scans her latest column. "Be-
Ina a newspaper gal,- she says, "I smoke at all hours.
ao I'm fussy about a cigarette's taste. Lockies ars the
best-tasting cigarette l've ever smoked!"
"I'm fussy about a cigarette's taste. . . and
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!"
EVELYN CUNNINGHAM is city editor of "The
Courier," author of her own syndicated column,
and art enthusiastic Lucky smoker. "Luckies taste
better," she says."They're as mild a cigarette as I've
ever smoked, and at the same time I get the full taste
of fine tobacco. For my money', that's a winning com-
bination. I'm a Lucky smoker for good.
"IT'S TOASTED" to taste better!
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER •
• A
Manor, ,Fresher, Smoother I
r..re Jolt tcra ic/eart'. Craw" • iritic A I LtADING MANIJYACIlditti. , %partite
• .
Chkago Appearance
a r4
FOR THE
%Ixt ItECM
by 1. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI 
-STATEDEFENDER
History Class At Melrose High
For days alert students under
the supervision of their teacher
had been digging up 'facts in the
Vance Avenue branch and Le-
Moyne libraries and rehearsing
abst roles.
Meanwhile, a glee club of more
abafp 50 teenage singers had dili-
gently rehearsed appropriate mu-
Janice Brooks, who shows prom-
ise as a public speaker, came
forth again and told of "Waod-
row Wilson, as a Statesman."
IThe Glee Club climaxed that phaseof the centennial celebration and
set the stage for the big event,
the debate on the subject: "Re-
solved that the United States
should have joined the League
of Nations.SIC.
, With debaters for the affirms-The big moment for the public tive and negatives sides facingperformance came last Friday 
each other, Moderator Velvie
morning when the American his- Smith stated the question, intro-tory class of Melrose High school Iduced the debaters and the pan.1
• presented a debate in celebration
of, the centennial of Woodrow Wil- 
of judges.
The performance that followed nition during the sixth annual Ar
:, one of the greatest presidents kansas Negro 4-H Club Congress,son of each debater was heart-warm-
of the U. S. , ing. But, it was the affirmative, to be held at Philander Smith col-
The pleasant atmosphere foil aide, through most effective pre-'lege, Nov, 15-16.
this worthy cultural event wasisentation of facts and adherence Principal speaker at i recogni-
set by the soft prelude music Of 0f rules, who scored the victory. ,tion banquet, Thursday night, will
the be P. H. Stone, assistant to thethe Melrose Glee club, under These debaters were: Dora Cur :
'assistant administrator in chargedirection of Miss Viola Flowers. sey, Josie Hamilton and Blanche
of programs. U. S. DepartmentThe quietness and orderliness of West.
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.the student body in the school's For the negative were Thomas
gymnasium — the setting for the R. Carter, Alvin Crawford and Da-
celebration — seemed to reflect vid Hughes. Carter showed some
pleasant anticipation. The audi-, poise and confidence in handling
ence was not disappointed, his information, while Hughes re-
Then the voice of the audience fleeted the verve and vim of a
rose eagerly in the National An-, Arkansas Economic Council-Statespeaker of promise.
them. Student William Rounds of- Serving as judges for the de- I Chamber of Coni .rce the Ar-I,fered an appropriate prayer. Jua- bate were Mrs. Lawrence Coe, of i sponsors 
kansas Farm 
bquBureeatu, 
morning, 
w 
,aFaeddetrto 
e
u
the Board of Education, your edi- breakfast, 
F ridaany morningwilll
, tor, and George Sisler, of t h a
! 
be provided by the Arkansas Coun-
Commercial Appeal. , cil of Retail Merch-nts. A tour of
Miss Vera Cummings, history Little Rock is sponsor-1 by th -
,atir
MEMPHIANS GREET MISS
EDITH sAMPSON — Follow-
ing the dynamic address of
Mrs. Edith Sampson at the
Memphis-Shelby County Dem-
ocratic rally held Nov. 2 at
flat borne Temple the photog-
rapher caught this charming
group as they extended greet.
ings to the famed lawyer so-
cial worker and former U. S.
delegate to the UN. Left to
Lester School TRI-STATE DEFENDERSAT NOV 17, 1956 IL/
Announces Its
Honor Pupils Hal Mcinyre To Play
right: Mrs. Leo Lennon, Miss
Fisher, Miss Clara Wallace,
Miss Marsha Ann Caldwell
Mrs. Sampson, Miss Norms
Quinn. Miss Jean Wiggins and
Mrs. Frankelle Wand.
teacher, who was responsible for
the debate is to be commended
gram, in serving as narrator, for the success attained in thea As student Joe Brownlee, in the project.
'V Tole of a foreign diplomat, spoke , Prof. Floyd Campbell, principal
Interestingly on Woodrow Wilson, of Melrose, rates commendation
the Glee Club provided soft mu-, for leadership in bringing to his
sical background. At the end of student body such a program of
his talk, the choir soared into the, enlightenment. Such dynamic pre-
theme song, "My Buddy". sentations of Americanism, with-
Two well
-prepared speakers held • out regard of race in achieve-
the audience's attention next. First ments, and be bad are invaluable
was Virginia Oliver, who spoke on in building the type of citizens
"Woodrow Wilson, the Teacher"; who cam be assets to our country.
and Janice Brooks, on "Woodrow Without a doubt, much of the
Wilson — President of the United hope for full realization of first
States", class citizenship for our minority
Again the spirit of the Woodrow lies in our youth of today. They
Wilson era entered the gymnasi- I are a precious heritage which we
urn via music as the Glee c 1 ub i must mold and nurture to full de-
sang "Keep The Home Fires Burn- velopment, in keeping with true
lag", democracy.
wice Tucker read scripture befit-
ting the occasion and the Middle
East conflict.
Petite Deborah Thomas w a s
poised, and, conveyed warmth as
she gave the purpose of the pro-
Should Charity Begin At Home?
A press association released the l vote and enjoy the full fruits of
following hewsrelease on Nov. 8: our democracy. Certainly the cow-
Police today revealed that ardly or otherwise shooting into" t wo
Shots were fired at the home of an American home, be it Negro4,,.wo Negro students attending Clin- or white, because of the right to
ton High school, apparently from attend a better school, cannot be
a car driving past the residence. termed freedom for the victimized.
Is t true that charity should be-
Tenn. 
rhe story was datelined CLINTON
' 
i
gin at home?
After reading this report we be-
gan to think of the bloody strug-
gle waged by the Hungarian pa-
tribts against communist domi-
nation of their country. Their
struggle was for complete free-
dom. The average, alert citizen
of this country became indignant
over the Soviet slaughter in Hun-
gary. They resent the manner in
which these people are deprived
of liberty and justice. But, free-
dom should not be considered a rain and hurtled down an embank-
privilege for some of the people ment.
of the world but for all. And The car was completely demol-
that includes Negroes in America ' ished. The Loves escaped with mi-
who are deprived of the right to I or injuries.
•
Bishop Escapes
Death In Crash
Arkansas Power and Light Com-
pany. Decoratn. 3 are handled by
the Negro Home Demonstration
Council.
STAWE CHAMPIONS
Awards to state champions will
include trips to a regional 4-H
Club camp next summer, U. S.
Savings bonds, scholarships and
watches.
The four top winners are the
state champions in leadership and
achievement. These winners for
1956 are: Leadership — Clarence
Brandon, 17, Paradise 4-H Club
member, Lee county; and Edith
Garrett, 18, Tucker 4-H Club, Jef-
ferson county. Achievement —Ge-
major Randle, 18, McCollough Un-
ion 4-H Club, Lee ..ounty; and
Grace Simms, 16, Holly Grove 4-H
Club, Monroe county.
They will receive a trip to the
tenth regional 4-H Club Camp in
Washington, D. C., next year.
Second place in these depart-
ments go to Andrew Lee Carter,
20, Lakeview 4-H Club, Phillips
county, and Maxcine Haymon, 16,
Bright Star, Chicot county, in lead-
ership. Thearders 11 a 11, 17,
Wrightsville 4-H Club, Pulaski
county, and Floretta Douglas, 16,
Wynne Senior 4-H Club, Cross, won
second in achievement. They will
also receive a trip to the Wash-
ington. D. C. camp nextsummer.
STATE WINNERS
State winners, who will receive
$50 savings bonds, are Lillian
nar-
BALTIMORE — Bishop and Mrs.1
noke county', in canning; Eraes-
rowly escaped death or serious
Hood, 18, Carver 4-H Club, Lo-
Edgar A. Love of Baltimore
tine B. Peer, 17, La Grange, Lee,
injury recently when their car, clothing; Claude Kennedy, jr., 15,
driven by the bishop, went out Paradise, Lee, electric; ChaAes
of control on the Baltimore-Wash- Stovall. 16, Cotton Plant, Wood-
ruff, field crops; Annie Mae Thorn-
- 
Expressway in a driving ton, 19, McNeil, Crittenden, food
WASHINGTON AND
"SMALL BUSINESS"
By C. WILSON HARDER
•
For quite some time the nation's
advertising men have been ques-
tioning the value of television ad-
vertising. ,
• * •
And it is perhaps an indication
of that thinking, that the use of
television advertising, which was
increasing by leaps and bounds,
appears to have
levelled off,
while newspa-
per advertising
is showing con-
sistent new
gains.
* * *
The current
Investigation of
television net-
work practices
explains a c. W. Harder
great many things about the
television industry. This probe
was started by the House Judi-
ciary Committee. headed by pep.
Emanuel Celler, and has been
taken up by the anti trust divi-
sion of the Justice Dept. So com-
plicated did the investigation be-
come that the FBI was called
into the situation.
• • •
In a statement to the House Ju-
diciary committee, Victor Han-
sen. Assistant Attorney General
in charge of anti trust matters,
brought interesting facts to light.
• *
Of the 457 television stations in
the nation, only 35 are independ-
ent. The rest are either owned,
or affiliated with one of the three
networks.
* • *
The choice times on all these
stations are controlled by the
networks. Thus, depending on
the network, to get good time,
the advertiser must buy the com-
plete network at a cost of from
150,000 to $90,000 per hour. Thus,
local and regional independent
business firms are arbitrarily
ruled out of the "good" times
when audiences are high, leaving
only the so-called "dog" times
available to them.
Stellonel IholorstIon of Indmendent Postern
But there is another angle. In
addition to the time costs, there
is also the cost of the show,
usually referred to as production
costs. These usually either equal.
or exceed the time costs. But
networks are not only in the busi-
ness of selling air time, they also
own a great many shows.
▪ * *
Therefore, it often works out
that an advertiser to get a time,
say 8:00 P.M. on Tuesday nights,
must also accept the network
owned show. Take it or leave it,
Is the method of doing business.
* * •
Mr. Hansen also informed the
committee that of the amount
received by the network for time
charges, half is kept by network
owned stations, the rest divided
among affiliated stations.
* • *
Thus CBS net has 55 stations.
but owns only four of them.
These four stations get half of
the money paid for time by the
advertiser, the other half is split
up among 51 other stations. An-
other network has 100 stations.
but owns only six, with the same
arrangement prevailing.
* is •
Thus, network affiliated sta-
tions, receiving such a small
share of the time charges for
their best hours, try to make up
for it by selling local advertisers
the less desirable times at rates
which make up for the losses
they suffer on the time controlled
on the station by the network.
• • *
In other words, in effect, local
and regional independent adver-
tisers are being asked by televi-
sion stations to help subsidise the
advertising of a few huge corpo-
rations who can afford to use net-
wor't television. This is causing -
many advertisers to take a new.
hard, long look at just what they
are getting for money put into
television. And at the same time,
the anti trust division of the Jus-
tice Dept. is taking a hard look
at practices which on the present
evidence, appear to conform very
closely to monopoly tactics.
preparation.
Valeria Peer, 15, La Grange.
Lee, garden project; Lovia Mae
Shaw.
Park-now broadcast over Radio Station
Har-ed that the popular arogrems are Army Urge net Ann Buckley, Gloria L. 3-6 — Lynette E. Moore, 
HLKY in Seoul, Korea. er, Emerine Jones, Joe C. Cas-
ey, Harold %V. Page, Herman LeeTThe international transfer of !he
programs was arranged through
ABC and the "Voice of America-
Donald T. Payne, director of Sta-
tion HLKy in his request to tl:c
Fund for permission to carry th.•
series wrote: ". . .we have heard
the half-hour program of chorai
music which is prepared by your
organization . . . ft is a fine pro-
gram and it demonstrates to the
radio listener the level of contem-
porary American college chorus-
es."
The programs, which featurt "se
choirs of the 31 member col-
leges of the United Negro Co'lega
Fund, originate from New York
over WABC on Sundays, 10:35 to
11 a.m.
The schedule for November:
Nov. 4, the choir of Lane college
of Jackson, Tenn, under the direc-
tion of Mitchell B. Southall; Nta
11, the choir of Knoxville college.
Knoxville, Tenn. under the direc-
tion of Newell C. Fitzpatrick' No-
vember 18, the choral ensemble
of Benedict college, Columbia, S.
C., directed by Emmett Wroten,
Tulane Tilt
Citing Louisiana's new J m
Crow law which would impose
segregated seating of Negro Army
personnel and other colored spec-
tators, Roy Wilkins, executive see-.
retary of the NAACP, has urged
Secretary of the Army Wilber M.
Brucker "to order withdrawal of
the Army team from Tulane foot-
ball gant-" scheduled for Nov. /6
in New Orleans.
Since enactment of this law, Mr.
Wilkins pointed out in a telegram
to Secretary Brucker, several
northern and midwestern univer-
sities and colleges have cancelled
both football and basketball
games with Louisiana teams. For
the West Point cadets to partici-
pate in a game under these cir-
cumstances he said, "would be
conspicuous endorsement of facial
segregatiod..Of
'Baby Of Week' Entries Ford Road PTA
Must Be In By Dec. 15th To Hear Barnes
The 1956 'Baby of the W '
campaign honoring babies in this
community will close at the end'
of the year, according to an an-
nouncement from the -'et Milk
Company. Parents wishing to en-
ter their babies' pictures should
send them in on or before Dec.
15.
Any baby who is no older than
3 years and, who has been fed
Pet Evaporated Milk is eligible
to be tamed "Baby of t h e
Week". Complete details f o r
During 6th Annual Club Congress
State winners in Negro 4-H Club , Branch, n, Mt. Zion, Pul.. , !Mellow 16. Roland, l'ulas-
work will receive special recog-
The annual congress is sponsor-
ed by the Arkansas Agricultural
Extension Service, in c .on
with four other agen.ics. Lodging
for the 4-Hers is provi.dzi by the
home improvement; Ina Marie
Gammon, 15, Gamonville, Crit-
tenden, poultry; Raion Patton,
15, Elaine, Phillips, safety; Shed ,•
Robinson, 16. Holly Grove. Mon- I
roe, tractor maintenance; Loretta I
Helms, 16, Gum Springs, Clark.
dres<: revue.
Receiving $25 . bonds will
be Venorse Arnold, 15. and Edna '
lk.'.ae Mitt, Carver High School
bread demonstration team; Virgin-
ia Bynum, 17, Mcatittress, Colum
bia, individual bread demonstra-
tion; and Willie Mae Beasley, 17,
St. Paul, Lee, state health win-
ner.
Gold watches will I e presented
to WJrthy Sanders, 19, Nel: 4-
H member, Puaski count, cotton
project; J. C. Bearder jr., 15,
Harmony Grove, Jeffers° , fores-
try; Frager Summerville, 15, Mt.
Cannon, Lee, wildlife conserva-
tion; Morris Holmes, jr., 16, Kib-
ler, Miller, meat animal project; ty.
United Negro Colleges
Being Heard In brea
In announcing t h e November and on Nov. 25. the choir 01 Liv-
schedule for the ABC Rani.) Net- ingston colege, Salisbury, N. C.,
work-United Negro College 1. und with Mrs. Myra M. Thomas di-
weekly series of collaae ahoir con- recting.
certs, W. J. Trent, jr., executive
director of the Fund atan innounc-
Mrs. Eddie 0. Rodgers, prin- At State's Homecoming
cipal of Lester Elementary school
has posted the school's honor roll
for the last six week period.
Honor students are:
2-1 — Glenda Cole, Kathy Gar-
ner. Claudia Miller, Patricia Tar-
ranee. Ernest Wicks, Etrula Trot-
ter, Hale Marietta. James Spight,
Jacqueline McMullen, Melherla
Meadows, Gwendolyn Fugh and
Rita Fields
2-2 — Wendell Campbell. Karl
Coleman, Alexander Dodson, Har-
old Pugh, Archie L. Rice, Vera
Bolden, Mary A. Butler, Wanda
Campbell and Bernice Freeman.
2-3 — Rose Jones, Nara Ross.
Jacqueline Scott, Margaret Tur-
ner, James Rhodes, Jacqueline
Buckley, :Wary Parker, Ruthie
Patterson Roger Brunson How-
By MABEL B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — Hal McIntyre.
saxophonist and band katIe. .1
swing his baton for Tenni. o.-
State University's homecoming
'celebration Thankseis in n 10
climax a medley of welcoming
tivities.
Alumni, former students, facul-
ty, students and friends re in
for a gala homt,coming holiday
which will begin with the alumni
social hour on Wednesday nib:
and will include sunrise Thanks-
giving Day services, the home-
coming parade where some 10 hieh
social hour on Wednesday nicht
ard Johnson, Charles Jones and '
Sherman Darnell.
2-4 — Ann Sybil Banks, Pa-
tricia Brow, Ada Johnson, Peg-
gy Scott, George Boyland, Otis
Clark, James Currie, Virginia
Smith and Patricia Vance.
2-5 — Charles Taylor, Thomas
Wiley, James Boxiley, Charles I
Ilt.yslett. James Hughlett, Be r-
nard Williams, Norma Branch, He-
loris Cartwright, Jannette Joyce,
Leora Parr. Carol Reid. Mozella
Rooks and Brenda Rucker.
2-6 — Carolyn Joy Lewis, San. 1
drus Charles Grace, Donna Ruth
Cotton and Rite Carolyn Phillips.
GRADE 34
3-1 — Robert Bills, William '
Earl. Patricia Boxley, Marilyn
Cartwright, Gwendolyn Harris, Na-
omi Reed and Shirley Taylor.
3-2 — Marvin Hendrick, Larry
Robinson, Minnie Holmes, Mary
Marshall, Vivian Prioleaux and
Virginia Turner.
3-3 — David Collins, James Rus-
sel Joy, Willie Miller, Fred Tub-
hitt, Loretta Freeman, Mary C.
Lewis. Doris Martin, Loretta Nel-
son, Mildred Phillips and Delores
Robinson.
3-4 — Michael Lewis, Harold Mil-
ler, Willie Scales, Aurbra Williams,
Lois Cartwright and Billy Jean
Hopkins.
3-5 — Willie Cade, Cleotho Chat-
ham, Johnnie Clay, Vance Phelps,
Willie L. Watson, Mary Cunning-
ham, Florida Ector, Estella Har-
ris, Ophelia Jones, Charlene Mc-
Carley, Shirley Miller, Marlene
Parham, Gleen Scott and Glenda
During the year, many local ba-
bies have won the coveted "Baby
of the Week" title. A photozraah
of each winner has appeared dap
every case, the lucky parents re-
ceived an engraved Special Award
certificate and a gift of $10 in gro-
ceries from the Pet Milk Com-
pany.
The unique campaign has met
with enthusiastic response. Said -
Pet Milk spokesman: "We have
the 'Pet Milk Baby of the Week' Barnes and the eighth grade class
title. It's gratifying to 1 ,va that will be in charge of devotional
sending entries can be found un- periodPet Milk has had a part in the
der the photo of the current "Pet
Milk Baby of the Week" else_ health and happiness of so many
I where in this issue wonderful children.
ki. hybrid corn,
Tractor driving charm is George
Jones, St. Francis county, and
Sontay Bose, Phillips, .at se.'ond.
HON( • CERTIF" "TES
Freddie Mae. Brown, 17, Tamol
4-11'er, Jefferson county, won the
Negro Heine Demonstration Coun-
cil $100 scholarship award. She
is now a freshman M & N
college, Pine Bluff.
Honorary membership .ortifi-
cates will be awarded to Rev. A.
L. Harris. principal of the Mc-
Rae school, Prescott; Mott Mos-
ley, principal of the Washington
High school, Texarkana; and W.
M. Pierce, Farm Bureau Heldman.
Adult 4-11 leaders win will re-
ceive certifirates for their out-
standing accomplishments in 4-H
leadership work are Mrs Argerie
C, Baltimore, Jefferson county,
and Roma Sanders, Pulaski coun-
o Cancel
AMERICAN PALMIST
Nationally Known! Highly Recommended!
Life Reader * Adviser Born With Power
Tells you any and everything you wish to
know without asking any questions. Gives
you name of friends and enemies. Gives
true and never failing advice on all affairs
of life. If worried, troubled or in doubt con-
sult this psychic at once. I do not call
at your home.
The Wonder Lady of Miami, Fla., Now Comes To
Memphis,Tenn , For The First Time.
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU!
Don't Be Discouraged if you have failed to find help! I do
what others claim to do! Remember—I am a TRUE LIFE
READER—BORN WITH POWER! I do not ask you to write
your name or any question on paper.
NO ONE IN TROUBLE TURNED AWAY',
Come with or without money — Daily and Sunday
Open 10 A.M. to B PM.
I AM LICENSED AND REGISTERED IN FLORIDA,
ALSO STATE OF TENNESSEE AND SHELBY COUN
TV — M FARRAN SHAW.
Private and Confidential Readings
For appointment phone WH 2-1719
220 W. BROOKS RD., MEMPHIS, TENN.
Dr, Walker Sub-Division Shopping Center
Colored patrons may take advantage of 20e tas1 fare by riel.nts Chelsea -
Fler,da Sus 12 to Mallory; th•n t•It• tail - ask your dr,veo to tak• you to
120 West Sresokt Rd. If driving tak• South Florida St•eet or Sooth 3rd to
Briseks Rd,. turn West. •lee the yellow bus on South 1rd St. Do not mit
take •ddrees
George II. Barnes, superinten-
dent of Shelby County schools,
will address the patrons of Ford
Road school community on Tues-
day night Nov. 20, beginning at
7:30 p.m. in the school cafetor-
ium.
The topic of his address will be
"Planning to Meet Future School
Needs In This Area."
The program is being sponsored
by the Ford Road PTA. Mrs. Ar-
dena Gooch will introduce Mr.
CITYWIDE
T.V. SERVICE
Ph. CL, 8-1252
Day - Nite & Sunday
E-Z TERMS ON PIX
TUBES AND REPAIR
BILLS
Jackson and Stepney William Ben-
nett, Jr.
GRADE 4-1
4-1 — Sammy Beene, Carolyn
Floyland, Carolyn Hunter, Cherye
Means and Dorf; Rhodes.
4-4 — Sarah Harbin, Ora Ma-
lone.
5-2 — Lenora Brinson, Patricia
Connor, Dorothy Jackson, Tom-
mie Stien Jones, Shirley Hill,
Frances Mitchell and Willett& Mc-
Neal.
5-3— Bettie Smith, Valerie Walls
and Willie Moore.
5-4 — Robert Davis, Richard
Jones, Herman Williams, Barbara
Lewis, Jeanette Willis, Matilda
Moore, Bandra Willis, Annie De-
grafinreed, Mae Alice Brown, El-
eanor Banks, Lucille Jordan, Na-
dine Jones, Lartha Brown, Net-
tie Jordan and Bandra Owens.
6-1 — Willie Jean Jackson, Dor-
othy Hill and Marilyn Wilson.
6-2 — Beatrice Baunds, Joanne
Greer, Doris Harper. Algerine
Love, Melrita McCright, Patsy
Neal, Vera Parr, Eloise Patee,
Violet Ryan, Linda Ware and
Thomas Bethany.
6-3 — Barbara Terry.
6-4 — Yvonne Bailey, Eva Dur-
rett, Charles Green, Dorothy John-
son, Anite Jones, Cindella Mitchell,
Willie Phelps, jr., Norma Taylor,
Annie Pearl Warr Violet Wilson
and Howard Wrister.
Help your TB association score
against tuberculosis. Buy and
use Christmas Seals on all your
holiday cards and packages.
MARION'S
180 SOUTH MAIN
SALE
NYLONS
Alf new
Fail Shades
60 Guage
15 Denier
Sizes 8' 2 flo
$7.35 Value
49c p.„
LESTER'S
208 SOUTH MAIN ST.
Henri D. Perkins, Prop.
nHOTO
PHOTOS- r ERK IN -PERKINS
MEMPHI
Art Photography in Technicolor
Automobiles * Homes * Children * Sports
Burials * Protraiture * Social Functions
367 BOYD ST.
Memphis, Tennessee
Tel. JA. 7-6967
15 RUE HUERCO
TANGIER, MOROCCO
Tel. 7605
ni% ersity football game, follow-
ed by the Homecomin
Ball in the universitt evm.
Band Director Frank T. Greer
and his assistant, Anceo M Fran-
al, have a brilliant ',minute
.1f-time show for returnine grads
and students who have not seen
Tennessee State's nationally sought
after "Marching 110'.
Michigan State's All-American
quarterback Earl Morral in 1955
set the all-time national collegiate!
record of 13.8 yards average gain
on every pass attempt.
5 FULL GLASSES ,?Y
of BEER in the new
'77 SCHL1TZ
NO - DEPOSIT
NO - RETURN
I/••• GALLON BOTTLE 1
DEALER
TODAY
SEE
YOUR
Pet Milk Baby of the Week"
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy baba
raised on Pet Evaporated Mill:
JAMES EDWARD WALLS JR - 5 Months
Son of Mr. & Mrs James E. Walls, of 287 Carbon Road
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
More of America's happy: healthy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY'S PHOTO TODAY!
If your baby has been fed Pet Evaporated Milk, and is lets
than 3 years of age, All in this ooupon and send with photo to.
PET MILK COMPANY, 1590 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis I, hiss
&Aims NAME
YOUR NAME 
YOUR ADDRESS
AGE
s
-of
0.11J/vUlffn Sriffr)
Staff I
AN Octanes become the property at Pet /An Co.. whose choice for lbw
award will be Anal.
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE IN BY DECEMBER 15
CONTEST CLOSES ON DECEMBER 31
.1274*.it work tf7
Zfrp7Iiá4d
"The world agrees on eGILBET'S-please'."
GILBEY'S GIN
GUM'S DISME10 LONDON DRY GIN. 90 PROOF. 1(10T. GRAIN
NEURAL SPIRITS. . & A. OBEY, ira., CINCINNAII, OHIO
•
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JO OFI=E:RED E5A...) ;00) AI
, Es.CMANGE FOR eti5
6=4 enisf,m EsTiTLED aele TO HIS RTmt
ihriEltrANCE.
ESAU AAS WiAK FiZON hwt44Eit,
AGLEED TO flit Bkittdell AND
ATE MK FILL.
tor, Rev. W. H. Mosby, will pre-
side at 11 am.
Baptist Training Union com-
mences at 6 p.m. At 7:30, the
general service will be held.
A hallelujah time is being had
by all at thelbastor's 30th "anni-
versary presently in progress at
Nebo Baptist church. Some
of the city's most dynamic and
well-known isiaisters are partic-
ipating in the Olilebration. Setting
the pace for it was Rev. L. A.
Hamblin of Golden Leaf Baptist
church. Rev. Hamblin spoke on
Brown as he seeks to further en-
lissisten the audience with timeless
words of wisdom on Thursday.
Rev. Brown is pastor of New
Friendship Baptist church. St.
Matthew's ,Rev. H. H. Harper of
radio fame will deliver the ad- ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST i trial sermons last fall. These kers it takes to obtain these things.
Sunday will mark the culmina- phen Baptist church. The Olivet I
I endeared him to his new Many people are living on a low
flock, and he has since enjoyed level of life because they lack the
dress on Friday. Sunday is Choir Day at St. Ste- mons 
ton of the Anniversary observe- Baptist membership and pastor, complete harmony and cooperation courage to recognize what is right
from the congregation.tion. On hand to see that it gets Rev. E. W. Williamson, will he and do that. Our world today needs
an appropriate closing as well as guests. Rev. Williamson will de- 
 men who have come to grips with
one that will be long-remembered I liver the sermon. The D a y.
will be three eminent pastors, which is under the auspices of the 
those things that are holy, those
Rev. W. M. Fields of Eastern' No. 2 choir, will begin at 3 p.m. Church Founder that are honorable and pay thethings that are right, those thingsStar Baptist church, Rev. R. W. Jacob White is president of the price for doing them. In spite ofNorsworthy of Mt, Moriah BaP• No. 2 choir. all the adversities of life one must
i ies At 77tist church and Rev. A. R. WU- Sueday School will be underway Dham of Greater NVInte Stone Bap. at 9:30 a.m. Benjamin T. Lewis, 
Church of God in Christ. The Will-
ing Workers of Ebnezer sponsor f REV C. THO-is the president. Dixie MembersAt the house of worship, Sun-
day, services will be regular. Sun- OLD MYSTIC, Conn. — (ANP) In the final analysis life is a I
day School commences at 9:30 — A Negro minister who became matter of courage. It takes cour-
a.m. A message by Rev. W. M. the first of his race to pastor an age to live and live successfully.
Murphy will be heard at 11 a.m. all-white Methodist church last The very core of living life at its .
At 6:30 p.m., the Baptist Train- week had high praises for 10 south- best is wrapped up in the amount
in-g
Monday. Union 
service is scheduled for gation.
will be held. The i ern white members of his congre- of-courage one put into it. One of
• Tuesday was the night of Lane: usual  the most tragic things in o u r' 
Avenue's visit. The pastor. Rev.' -I i:30 p.m. The Rey. Simon Peter Mont-1 world today is wrapped up in the
J. W. William, presented a stir- E Slay Is the pastor.
1 
 K. . Rev gomery, pastor of Old M 7 a t i e lack of courage on the pet of
ring message. The Rev. W. C.1
oeulais P .st h 
heldCOLUMBUS BAPTIST Methodist church in this old flab. most of our people. Many people II 
}I Climaxing services at the Co- trig town' said he has enjoyed today are living in houses owned
spirit-arousing service on Wednes-1 I "an exceptionally warm fellow- by others because they lack the:fday. Keeping in step with his lumbua Baptist church, Sunday
will b communion. ship since coming to the church courage to venture out and assume }epredecessors will be Rev. W. M. The pastor, 
Re. A last year, and credited his accept- the responsibilities connected with' E Campbell, will adm' -
liter it. ance to the "triumph of faith" buying a home. Many people are
not educated today because they -Sunday School begins at 9:30 over racial hatred.
He pointed to the 10 white mem- lack what it takes to go out andH
a.m. The pastor, will officiate at get an education. Many people are11 a m. Baptist Training Union I bers as 
symbols of that faith. 
,
will be held at 6:30 p.m. 1 Rev. 
Montgomery came to Old deprived of the essential things in
' Ialystic church in the wake of two life because they lack the courage
We can't get very far leaving outtist church. Rev. Fields is the: jr. is the superintendent.
main speaker. Rev. Norsworthy Rev. 0. C. Crivens. the pastor, 
have the courage to face up to it.
this important element of courage
V7111 give the remarks. Acting as will deliver the morning message Funeral rites were 
conducted last EATING THE MEAT' 
OKLAHOMA CITY — aNP)
master of ceremonies will be Rev.' at 11 a.m. Combined choirs of thel week for Bishcp 
E. L. Thompson., Decades ago ore of the outstand-
; "7 founder of the first Church of ing characters of the Bible pur-Williams. church will furnish the music. I posed in his heart that he wouldMrs. L. 3. Washington is the
Baptist Training Union underj God in Christ 
in Oklahoma, and P
of Joseph Wilson. 
senior bishop of Southeastern Ok- not eat the king's meat. In ourchairman and Mrs. Ruby Rowall the supervision g day and time there are far toois co-chairman of the Anniversary.lahoma since 1947.
, jr. will covene at 6:30 p.m. There' Bi •
all be a sermon at 7'30 p.m. 
, shop Thompson came to Ok-, many of us who will eat anyThe Rey. Roy Love is the miss-
lahoma in 1917 from Malvern. Ark., body's meat if It means gettinglater.
GREENWOOD CMS BETHLEHEM BAPTIST and organized the first Church of where we want to go.
A ,
. It will be a regular day at the program at 3 p.m. will he God in Christ in the state at Ren- aloses of biblical days refused
reenwood CNIE church. Sunday. tiesville. He later served pastor-the highlight of Sunday's services to identify himself with the Egyp
Sunday School will begin at 9:30 ates at Eufala. Weleetka and in 
-
at the Bethlehem Baptist church tians when such identity would
a.m. At 11 a.m., the pastor, Rey. Oklahoma City, where the Fair-
G
B. H. Holman will conduct the have made life for him much eas-
J. E. Robinson, will deliver the Sunday school at 9:30 a m. The ier, but he realized that God had
will pastor. Rev. J. R. 
Bibbs,ground church was built under his
leadership in 1948. a mission for him. Today we need
The Baptist Training Union will 
os s . builtTe mtphlee 
which 
edifice. men
courage to go against the grain
speak at 11 a m. enand women who have the
begin at 6:30 p.m. Evening serv- ., tTehliiinsiPasslte headquarters of t h e sometimes. We must not concernices will start at 8. Church of God in Christ in Okla- ourselves with doing what is pop-
Annual Harvest Day at the Kb- ST. JUDE BAPTIST 
,
homa. ular rather with doing what is
enezer Baptist -church was a great The St. Jude Baptist church will  , right. I know that in many in 
successlast Sunday. Inspire- hold regular services Sunday. Wil-; About one-sixth of the state of stances this requires courage butfional as always was Bishop J. 0. liam Davis will conduct the Sun-Delaware's total area is water that is what we need today.
Patterson of Pentecostal Temple day school at 9115 a .m. The pas-, surface. I wonder if many of us ha e
ever stopped to think what this
world would be today if everyone
had been satisfied to go along
with the status quo but we have
been blessed with some people
along the way who would rather
he different and I would like to
say, "Thank God for them."
If the Wright brothers had sat-
isfied themselves with riding OD
the ground we would not have
fast
-flying jets today. If Louis Pas-
teur had satisfied himself with the
medical patterns of his day we
would not have toxins for the var-
ious diseases that have taken thou-
sands and thousands of lives. If
Dr. Drew had satisfied himself
ith the prevailing practice of his
day as far as medicine is con-
cerned we would know nothing
about the popular blood transfus-
,ons of today. We could go on and
make a long list of men and wom-
en who took courage and the world
has greatly benefitted by their
having taken courage. But t h e
world is in a bad shape today
Those who will take courage find
their ranks getting thinner a n d
thinner.
-COURAGE NEEDED
Oer world stands on the very
threshold where men of conviction
and courage are needed in alt
walks of life. Far too many of
our people who are in important
positions satisfy themselves with
acting like crayfish — constant-
ly backing up. When ever impor-
tant issues arise you may always
rest assured that tome where in
-
morning address. •
Baptist Training Union a o n-
venes at 6.30 p tn, Evening ser-
vice will he held
EBNEZER BAPTIST
PLYMOUTH
At
AUTOMO BILE
SALES COMPANY
THE NEW
1957 Plymouth Is Styled For
The Years Ahead 41111•111111.11.11116.
IRONS REPAIRED
COME IN AND SEE MANAGER WASHBURN
YOUR COLORED SALES MANAGER
FOR BEST DEALS IN TOWN
TOASTERS LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - A. 7-263 1
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Open Nights F,,. Off II irIg
Supreme Liberty Life
In Stockholders Month
Supreme Liberty Lu. .ace ishare for each three held.
company has designated Novem-! On this basis, stockholders will
ber as Stockholders Appie:lation receive cash at the rate of $10
per full share for each fractional
share caused by the dividend.
Earl B. Dickerson. president of
Supreme Liberty, said the stock
dividend was approved by the
board of directors at a specialadditional 
meeting during the 35th anniver-
} airy celeration last A•ust.
 
 Education Week, $2 DMi cIkLeLr sIoOnN idGs 0 Acl.ailed upon each
of the company's stockholders to
1"do everything in his power dur-
' Being Observed ling this month to promote thesales and business of the corn-
party."
Porter school held an open house Setting of goal of an addition-
Wednesday this week as part of al $2,000,000 in insurance for No-
its observance of American Edu- vember, Dickerson provided each
cation Week, stockholder with cards on which
I General theme for the event this to submit names of prospective
j year is Schools For A Stronger buyers.
I America, The observance :s fr•im Supreme Liberty Life, largest
' Nov. 11 through the 17th. Negro business 'In the North, has
, Topics still being discussed at j more than 350,000 oolicyaolders
the background you will find them. land 4,200 stockholders. In a sre-Porter school:
Years ago one of the popular Thursday, Nov. 15 — A Good leis] letter to the stockholders,
Classroom For Every Child. Dickerson said:hymns of my church was "I'm Friday — National Tea - hers "This gift to stockholders is oneOn The Battlefield For My Lord". j Day.
Today we need people who are Saturday — Schools for a Unit.
on the battlefield for all that is ed America.
high and holy, all that is right The public is invited to visit the
and virtuous irrespective of the classrooms throughout the observ-
cost. No longer can we satisfy our- , ance.
selves with living on the sidelines 
or backlines. We need people to- 
worthwhile than ourselves. Then.day who are willing 'to take the and only then, will life serve thebull by the horns' and move on, noble purpose for which it wasto higher and nobler heights. designed.
We need men of the courage of 
a Daniel, the three Hebrew boys,r. The red double-barred cross car-
Paul, a Peter or a John on the ried by the children on this year's
Isle of Patmus. We must forget 'Christmas Seals is the registered
ourselves and align ourselves with. trademark of the National Tu-
a cause that is bigger and more berculosis association.
Month. The firm also began send-
ing out additional shares to stock-
holders under a prol,..$),ai voted
last August by which each stock-
Yes Madame
What do you say, if we start
gctting Daddy in the right mood
for the Happy Holiday ahead?
It is said that the best way to
a man's heart is through food.
I would like to add that its the
best way to his pocket book asw ll.. 
Try tapering a good sup-
pgr ith a real He man desert
then alter he tells you its the
best dinner he's ever had . .
how can he refuse you any-
thing? Jack Sprat loves to help
you please Dad and the small
fry. What could make you hap-
pier?
Using the recipe for Plain
Pastry, make a Mince meat pie
using corned or the kind you
buy by the pound, add 1 diced
apple. 2 tablespoons butter
place in unbaked pie pastry
crust with strips cross top
luscious slices of cheese while
hot — yummy good it is.
Maybe you would rather use
a pumpkin filling . . to a
pie, use 1 cup cooked pump-
kin. 1 cup apple sauce sweet-
ened to taste and seasoned with
1-2 teaspoon nutmeg, 1-2 tea-
spoon allspice, 1-2 teaspoon
cinnamon. Dot pie generously
with butter. Its spicy and good.
More Holiday desserts made
with Jack Sprat Enriched
Wheat Fleur next time.
By. for now.
Jane Porter
of the many heretofore granted.
All of them, ineladin& he cash
dividends, come from •,s c?ro-
ed through the business of life
insurance."
He added, that the matter of
growth in business and profits
-thus becomes the direct c ,nekrn
of both managment and stock-
holders."
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
106 Papier ist Leuditrdele
Phert• JA S-113411
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIR' FOLKS URI YOU
GEE PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE-
NO-DEPOSIT
NO-RETURN
- GALLON BOTTLE
Booker T. Washington, Manassas and Carnes Sends Fine Talent To Big Star Show
ANOTHER TOPNOTCH talent show filled the skies borne by the
50.000 watt WDIA of the Mid South's strongest Radio Station.
Every Saturday morning is opportunity time as the Big Star Feed
Stores give opportunity to talents of the Mid-South. If yen would
like an audition try-out for this popular Mid-Senth Show which
orginates from WM, contact the maths. by phase Sc letter. Jest
.w•
These boys and girls pictured above includes: First row left to
right: Eddie L. Carter, Anthony /Isker,_Malcolm Townsend Jr..
Verde!! Warner and Melvin Carter. Seciiiia Row left to right:
Elizabeth Lacy, Cynthia Montgomery, defiers Smith. and Ch a r
lest Walter.
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Yes, the 1956 turkey crop is the biggest in
history — 75,000,000 birds . . . which means
a bigger selection— better quality — and lower
prices at National for you! National's buyers
have selected the country's finest turkeys —
plump, juicy birds with tender, flavorful
white meat. .. delicious dark meat. .. with
big, scrumptious "drumsticks" for the fa-
vored members of the family. National has
set aside exactly the turkey you want — the
one BEST of 75,000,000 turkeys, the one and
only turkey for you and your Thanksgiving
dinner. . . the size you want . . . and at the
price you want to pay! Come in and select
"your" turkey NOW — while our tremen-
dous selection is complete. Then, if you and
your Thanksgiving Day guests don't agree
it's the most delicious they ever had, bring
in your sales slip to your National Food Store
— and get back every penny you paid!
• NATIONAL'S
I.
NATIONAL'S
TURKEYS
TOMS-18 Lbs. and Up
Oven-Ready
Lb. 37c
uarantet No .40SERVING TOY RITTER
s•—•••••.••••••••••••
NATIONAL
FOOD STORES
ti
,
SAVING TOY MORE
Selected Young
TURKEYWe guarantee this to be the 
"BEST
TURKEY YOU EVER 
TASTED OR
YOUR MONEY BACK." We con offer
You this 
guorantee with 
confidence
becaus
6 W 
e 
S NATIONAL TURKEYS ARE
AY 
BETTER.t honey 
*rho 
selected, top 
grode...poe goo
buy non. finer ot ony price.
2 Grown in the finest 
producing 
whose
the best turkey 
raising 
country
2 Sci
entifically of pen fed to Howe 
Tenderness
--Ifichness
-
-Flowor.I Selected by 
Notional's ern buyers Front the
finest of this year's cropS Go.erisinent 
inspected for 
'VW 
protect/0k
6 
Complete's, 
cleoned..-reodv Fos toot fewYours For 
SatisfactionNA no:VA L FOOD 
STORES
ORDER YOUR TURKEY
NW!
• THE BEST TURKEY YOU EVER TASTED-OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
•LIFELIPRN
II
C ilk J
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I've an American gentleman who s
read your column often and I am interested in havig a pe pal. I
now writing in hopes that you can am 28 years of age. 5 ft. 6 inches
help me. I am a widow, own my tall, weigh 132 pounds and consider-
home and very lonely, 50 years of ed attractive with a good educa-
age, weigh 185 pounds, and ,brown lion. I am light brown skin with a
skin. My mother lives with me. I good amoun af hair on my head.
promise to answer all letters and I promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Mattie Ingram, exchange photos. Pearl Bryan, 85
RR 4, Pontotoc, Miss. Masefield ave., Whitfield Town
• • . P. 0. Jamaica, B. W. I.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a * «
regular reader of your column DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
and would like to have some pen Jamaican woman, 5 ft. 2 inches
pals among your club. I would like
tall, weigh 155 pounds, and 48to correspond with both male and
female, pen pals (American) be. years of age. I would like to cor-
tween the ages of 20-42. I am a respond with an American lady or
male Psychiatric nurse, a.; years gnetleman who enjoys writing. I
of age. I promise to answer all am a grade A pastry cook with aletters and exchange photos. Ba-
o
.
St., ark complexion and of the Bap-riff A. Williaras, 73 Woodrow
Jones Town st.. Andrews, Jamaa list faith. I promise to answer
ea, B. W. I. all letters and exchange photos.
• • 
'iolet Robinson, 136 3-4 King st.,
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a Kingston P. 0 , Jamaica, B. W. I,
Jamaican boy, 20 years of age and * * •
would like to correspond with pen DEAR MME. CHANTE: I wouldpals in the United States who are
like to correspond with a sin.intelligent and have a desiret o
settled down and enjoy the better cere young lady, between the age
things in life. I am a mechanic of 23 and 35 who is honest and
and enjoy painting also. I am a serious minded. I am a man
ft. 4 inches tall, with dark hair 35 years of age, 5 ft. 10 inches
and eyes a nd considered nice tall, weigh 170 to 180 pounds, well
looking. • Alford G. Bess. Hill court built, brown skin and very under-
rd., East Dulwich S. E. 22 Lon- standing. [ enjoy good music, mov-
don. ies and belong to the church. I
• • . promise to anawerall letters and
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a exchange photos. Andrew Rey-
Jamaican woman 41 years of age, nolds, 948 Can,p st., Indianapolis,
Ind.and a widow. I would like to cor-
respond with male, pen pals be-
tween the ages of 39 and 50 who
would like the hest out of life I
am 5 ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 150
pounds. light complexion, hazel
• a •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am 25
years of age. 5 ft. 2 inches tall,
weigh 160 pounds and considered
nice looking. I would like to cor-
eses with black hair. I promise to respond with some one who
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Mrs. Isy Caraill, 19 Mon-
tague st , Roilington Town. Wind-
ward rd.. P. 0. Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am 30
years of age. 5 ft. 5 inches tall.
weigh 130 pounds and enjoy all
sports and the better things in life.
I would like lo correspond with
young ladies my age and under
who are lone2ome for letters. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Oliver Miller, 943
S. Capitol ave.. Indianapolis, Ind.
• •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: Having
ceen where you have helped so
many people in your column, I am
Low writing for your aid. I am
39.years of age, 5 ft. 1 inches tall.
dark complexion and my occupa-
tion is that of a beautician. I prom-
ise to answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Doug Rose. 21. Old
Hope rd.. Cross Rd. P. 0. King-
ston Jamaica, B. W. I.
' •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
Jamaican woman. 54 years of age.
light brown complexion, 5 ft.' 6
Inches tall and weigh 150 pounds. I
would like t, correspond with an
American gentleman with a quiet
(*position and loving and kind.
I promise to an:wer all letters and
exchange photos. Christien White.
35 Waltham Park rd.. Kingston.
Jamaica. B. W. I.
• •
DEAR MME CHASTE: I am
a very lonely, young lady a n d
would like to correspond with a
nice religious young m a n. be-
tween the ages of 26 to 38. I am
20 years of age. 5 ft. 5 inches
tall and weigh 130 pounds, with
brown skin and eyes. Please send
photo in first letter and I will do
the same. Miss G. O'Brien. 1245
5th si., Chicaao Heights. Ill.
• • *
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I would
like to correspend with a gentle-
man civet. 27 years of age who
yould appreciate a good listener
and wife. I am 22 years of age 5
Ii. 4 inches tad, have long black
hair and eyes with keen features.
I promise to answer all letters an
exchange photos M Songslow.
4 St. Georee's road. Windward rd..
P. 0. Jamaica. B. W. 1.
ChicagoSends Largest
Delegation To Capital
10 Now In III.
State Assembly
has talent for musical people or
who broadcasts. I sing very well
and have sang in many places. I
will answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Mona E. Meleton,
1116 St. John st . Toledo, Ohio.
S
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
like to correspond with men who
are interested in marriage. I am
5 ft. 3 inches tall, weigh 147 lbs.
considered nice looking and have
a high school and college educa-
tion. I have been working in one
of our hospitals for over 7 years
and have found single life very
lonesome. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Miss Francis Smith, c-o Gen. Del.,
Evansville, Ind.
. •
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
22 years of age and have been
a steady reader of your paper
throughout the years and alao a
member of the Bud Billiken in my
younger days. I would like to cor-
respond with pen pals from all
over who are lonely and want the
better things in life. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Meton Martin, n79 Helen
st.. Detroit 7. Mich.
* ;
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am a
man 45 years of age, 5 ft. 8,2
inches tall, medium brown skin
and weigh 180 pounds. My hobbies
are teaching music and singing. I
would enjoy hearing from any
race, creed or color. Sexdoes not
matter. Pleasa, enclose photo in
first letter and I will do like-
wise. I promise to answer all
mail. Brother M. B. alerriwether.
1399 Raymond st., Memphis 14.
Tern.
CORNE D %%IS
With a record number of Negroes
seeking election in 14 states in-
cluding Texas, North Carolina and
Missouri, three were returned to
Congress by overwhelming major-
ities.
Re-elected were Rep. William L.
Dawson of Chicago, dean of Ne-
gro Congressmen: Rep. Adam
Clayton Powell of New York, who
remained a Democrat in his own
state despite support of President
Eisenhower, and Cong. Charles C.
Diggs of Detroit.
In the race for Congress in
Cleveland's 21st District, Charles
Loeb lost out in the final ti bula-
lions. The same fate was dealt
Sidney R. Redmond of St Louis
and Dr. Horace Scott of Philadel-
phia.
10 WIN IN ILLINOIS
But in Illinois, a record nine
Negroes was elected to the state
House of Representatives. State
Sen. Fred Smith. was not up for
J. HORACE GARDYER
gent in Springfield to 10.
Re-elected were Corneal A. Da-
vis, James Y. Carter and enneth
Wilson, Democrats, and William
H. Robinson, Republican. Elected
for the first time were Richard
Harewood, Cecil A. Partee and
Charles F. Armstrong, Democrats
and J. Horace Gardner and El-
wood Graham, Republicans.
election brings the Negro contin- Their election is a net gain of
DEAR al ME (HANTE. I am a
young African boy 18 years of
age and would like friends of both
sexes who are near my age. MY
hobbies are boxing. athletics and
reading. I promise to answer all
letters and exehanee photos. Er
Lest 0. alensah. e-o Mr. B. G
Quarterly P. 0. Box 139 Accra
tlold Coast. B. W. I
*
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
ritine in hopes that I may find
a pen pal. I ain a dark Jamaican.
:short hair cut. 5 ft. 5 inches tall
' and weigh 143 pounds. I am con-
sidered nice yoking with a pro-
afession as a teacher. I belong to
the Methodist church and I en-
joy movies, and my hobbies are
bekine. sewing, knitting a n d
readinp hooks. T promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. Miss Ashma Rutherford, 13'i
Waltham Park rd , Whitfield Town
"'P. 0. Kingston Jamaica. B. W. I
• • •
bEAR MME. CHANTE: 1 am
a colored Jamaican, Intelligent
honest sod ehttreh-gotng
SIN desirous of corresponding with
PAYING A SURPRISE VISIT
to Chicago last week before
going to Washington were .tm-
bassador to I.iberia and Mrs.
Richard L. Jones and their
son, Richard jr. The Jones
were tho Chicaeo guests of Mr.
NNE1EE1.1 ...cww-twr Y./
vtA Goo4G 10 onk) MY EYES Now)
and Mrs. John H. Sengstacke.
The former Chicago depart-
ment store executive was
aworn in Thursday at the
State Department in Washing-
ton as United States delegate
to the United Nations for this
session of the General As-
sembly. After serving this ses-
sion. Jones will be on two
months leave in the states be-
fore returning to his post in
Liberia.
MAD OF PamisHING AW10NE FOR1111S...VM 601146
10 CLoSE MY EVES AND couNI 10 loJEW...ND
*Max VOA COUNIING...1 W41 1146 ONE wmo
Ibk‘S 10 coNsE UP AND ERASE 11.
RICHARD HAREWOOD
Wilson Armstrong
three Negroes in the 177 member
House, and was possible as a re-
sult of redistricting of the ,tate
which gives House control to
Cook County. Rep. Harewood was
added to the ticket as the ninth Ne-
gro candidate through the efforts
of Cong. William L. Dawson, when
the incumbent, Robert Romano
died.
In Indiana, re-election bids of
Robert L. Brokenburr, Indianapo-
lis Republican, James L. Hunt-
er, East Chicago Democrat and
J. L. Dickerson, South Bend
Democrat won. The first term bid
of Edward "Doc" James of Gary,
to join them in the legislature was
not successful.
12 OTHERS IN PHILLY
In addition to Dr. Scott, 12 other
Negroes were seeking election in
Philadelphia, They were paired
for six seats in the legislature,
with five Democrats in the Phila-
delphia area given the apparent
edge.
They are Granville Jones, Susie
Munroe, Samuel Floyd, Herbert
I:olt and Sarah Anderson. Jesse
J. Shields, Democrat, opposed Re-
publican James E. Hite.
Seven Republicans, one Demo-
crat from the Cleveland a r ea
were seeking election to the state
legislature and Judge Charles W.
White, an Independent, was seek-
Ask Stamp Tribute
To Negro Press
JAMES Y. CARTER
CECIL A. PARTEE
ing re-election to the Cleveland
Common Pleas court. He won.
California's William Rumford of
Berkeley and Augustus Hawins
of Los Angeles were seeking re-
election to the state legislature as
Democrats. They also had the Re-
publican nominations, and were
virtually assured of victory.
MISSOURI
In Missouri, five Negroes, Jos-
iah C. Thomas, Elbert B. Moor
Albert Keown, Walter Jacobs and
Wilson Gray were seeking elec-
Postmaster General Arthur J.
Summerfield has been requested
to issue a commemorative stamp
as a tribute to the Negro Press
on the occasion of its 130th anni-
versary which will be celebrated
in March, 1957
The request was made by Sid-
ney J. Phillips, president of the
Booker T. Washington Centennial
Commission.
The first Negro newspaper pub-
lished in America was issued on
March 16, 1827. It was called
Freedom's Journal. Its editor and
publisher, John Russwurm, was
born in Jamaica, British West In-
dies in 1799. He attended Bowdoin
college in the U. S., from which
he graduated in 1826.
NATIONAL STATURE
Since 1827, the Negro Press has
been so insistent on complete
emancipation of the Negro that it
has attained a national stature
that exceeds the dreams of the
early founders.
I has helped to give new orien-
tation to political, economic and
social issues in al light of a
progressively changing society.
"The Negro Press," Phillips
said, "has made large contribu-
tions to our national well-being in
sustaining the nation's democratic
ideals "
The Assistant Postmaster Gen-
eral has informed Mr. Phillips that
his request wilt be given appropri-
ate consideration when the mat-
ter comes up for final decision
this month.
North Dakota's state capitol
building at Bismarck is of sky-
scrapper zonstruction and a sec-
tion of it rises to a height of 18
stories.
National parks and forests make
up one-half of the Pacific north-
west area.
ELWOOD GRAHAM
WILLIAM ROBINSON
lion to the state lower house. Ed-
ward White and Thomas P. Clark
were seeking seats in the senate,
and W. D. Shavers was running.
for magistrate in St. Louis.
In North Carolina, Alexander
Barnes, Durham Republican was
seeking a state senate seat against
the incumbent white senator. Two
Negro candidates for the lower
house and one for the state senate,
Jesse Johnson, Republican, Isaac
Moore and George Brown, Demo-
crats, were seeking first terms.
Prof HERMAN
FAITH
It has been said and justly so,
that man does not live by bread
alone. To be truly happy you must
live by faith. To be truly happy.
you must feel that life has a pur-
pose, that it is surging toward
some great event to which th e
whole creation moves. You must
feel that you, yourself, have some
part, no matter how small, in this
march of the universe.
Faith means that you must be-
lieve in a God who loves you, who
bears your troubles in His heart
and so makes it possible for
you to bear them. You may be
sorely tried. it is then that faith
in God will give you the capacity
your troubles in His heart and so
makes it possible for you to bear
them. You may be sorely tried.
It is then that faith in God will
give you the capacity to see life
and see it whole. It will be the
to sea life and see it whole. It will
be the great anchor of your hap-
piness.
Dear Sir: I am a constant read-
er of your column. Would you
please help me. What should I
do about my husband? L. W.
ANS. A careful analysis of
your question indicates the fact
that your husband has caused
you some trouble and worry
with his carelessness. But I do
feel that he may change, since
you have been talking to him
and showing him how wrong he
* • *
B. B. R. If he should propose,
should I accept? Will he be see-
cessful in the problem that is be-
fore him?
A.NS. Probing into the mat-
ter I find that you love this man
and if he does propose marriage
you should accept. I feel that
you will be happy together. For
further information write in
for a private reply.
*5*
K. B. I had an article in my
house always had a special place
to keep it. It has disappeared.
Will you tell me if it has been
borrowed, or is it in another
nlace in the house?
ANS. I feel that this article
has been borrowed, however the
person failed to ask your per-
mission . and hesitates in re-
turnine it now. IF you men-
tion the fact to the people in
your home about t his article,
one of them will see to it that
the missing item will be return-
ed.
• • *
ANXIOUS. Will we get along al 411
right? When will he return with the Vir
furniture? Will the money be sent
to us?
ANS. I can well understand
your anxiety, since you are
now in the city and have been
waiting for your husband to re-
turn with your furniture . . .
but he has met with some (Hifi-
roily hence the delay. I also feel
that when he gets in touch with
you he will explain about the
money you are expecting too.
Paginvt of Prat Dood I tz,
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A Look Into The National Economy
Now that the elections are over and we
are on the way to regaining our unity, it
'nay not be amiss to examine the condition
Ira our national economy. The symptoms
ehowing the state of health of the nation's
economy are far from being reassuring,
forecasts, predictions and assertions by gov-
ernmental bureaus to the contrary not with-
standing. Increase in business failures sure-
ly cannot be interpreted as signs of good
economic health. But this is not the only
symptom. If it were, the refutation would
be along the usual line of elementary logic
namely that isolated cases cannot be used
as a reliable index on which to base a final
conclusion.
But other symptoms abound. The sharp
decline in the new housing units which
started this year as compared with 1955 is
another indication that all is not well. The
annual rate for 1956, to-date, is 1.1 million
units. This represents a drop of more than
15 percent from the 1.3 million units of
1955. The ratio of food produced by farmers
relation to the basic needs of our popula-
Von is about even. In other words there is
no surplus. There is yet a housing shortage.
Mississippi's Lament
A. Boyd Campbell, former president of
the United States Chamber of Commerce,
speaking at Jackson State college for Ne-
groes recently, lamented the fact that so
many Mississippians were leaving the state.
Campbell, who is now president of the Mis-
sissippi School Supply Co. claims that he
has found in his travels over the country
many former residents of his state who
were homesick and would come back if
economic conditions were better.
On the basis of students leaving,
Campbell sorrowfully points out, "We are
exporting annually our most valuable pro-
duct."
Campbell's answer to this dilemma is to
l•ovide more economic opportunity foroung people so they will stay and use their
talents to improve the state. We think if
Campbell were to come to Chicago and
spend some time here, he would not find a
shred of regret among the thousands who
have left his beloved state. Rather they
might be heard to say, "I'm glad to be
FROM Mississippi!"
The reason for leaving was more than
a matter of pure economics. Even if the
state which has the lowest per capita in-
come and the lowest educational standards
High intlerest rates for mortgage money
are some of the complicating factors in the
new housing problem. Deeper and more im-
portant is the lack of adequate income
among too many families who need decent
housing
Automobile production is down. The cut
Erlback from 196- as Of this moment is 30 per-
cent. A bi ctor here is the sagging de-
mand from farmers for cars. Layoffs are
again spreading in farm equipment plants,
reflecting the inability of a big section of
the farm population to buy the new corn
pickers, combines, tractors, etc.
Central in this whole picture are two
facts. One is that wage increases—in spite
of all propaganda to the contrary—have not
kept pace with the upward surge in pro-
duttivity brought about by automation and
kindred developments in the technological
field. The other is the fact that farmers' in-
come, and consequently their purchasing
power, continues to lag. It is obvious that
our national economy needs a shot in the
arm if we are to attain the measure of pros-
perity of which we have heard so much
lately.
in the Union were to suddenly be enriched
and raise those standards, it still ,would not
be attractive enough for most of its young
people and older one: too ror that matter
to remain behind, because it is culturally
backward.
In the first place. it is doubtful
that Negroes would benefit economically
from an improved Mississippi, because part
of the folkways and mores of the state is to
keep Negroes and poor whites poor and
ignorant and pitted against one another.
How else could the Eastlands and the John
Bell Williamses, those apostles of racism
continue to prosper and be all-powerful?
No, we are afraid that Campbell's
lament is for the birds. Nobody with a
spark of longing for life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness could be convinced that
they can best achieve these goals under the
dark ages feudalism complex of Mississippi.
It will be a long time before Mississip-
pi can make itself attractive enough to
keep its people contented enough to stay
there and then only when Eastland and his
ilk have been exposed as the demagogues
who are keeping the state and its people
impoverished by perpetuating race hatred.
How To Start New Deal
There seems to be general agreement
among political observers, and northern
ihaders of the Democratic party, that the
Vefection of Negro voters to the Eisenhow-
er banner in the Presidential election was
the direct result of the party's failure on
the issue of civil rights.
The reasons are obvious why the party
failed to follow the bold, new approach to
social reform introduced by Franklin D.
Roosevelt and kept alive by Harry Truman.
All that now is past history. It has been
done and cannot be undone.
Last week, the Defender called upon
leaders of the Democratic party concerned
with rebuilding their influence among min-
ority and liberal voters, to go back to the
course that made the party the champion
of the little man whose rights were being
assailed either for racial, economic or other
reasons.
Two Democratic senators, youthful John
.jennedy of Massachusetts and Hubert
Ilrumphrey of Minnesota, also have appealed
for a re-adoption of the principles that made
the party the great instrument for the im-
plementation of the principles upon which
our nation was founded.
One of hte keys to the future philoso-
phy of the party will be how it organizes
the new Congress which it controls in spite
of a Eisenhower landslide.
If the Democratic party insists upon re-
,taining as the heads of certain key commit-
tees the old Dixiecrat obstructionists who
are avowedly opposed to progressive legisla-
tion, then all hope for a change in party
policy is lost.
Other than custom, there is no justifi-
cation for retaining as the chairman of
these vital Congressional committees men
who have advanced to these positions on no
other basis than their years of service.
It may take courage and a fight to
change things around, but the party of the
Roosevelt-Truman era did not shy from
fights when a matter of principle was in-
volved.
If there is to be a new deal in the Demo-
cratic party it must start with the organi-
zation of Congress—and the eyes of Ameri-
ca are on how the Democrats decide to do it.
French Togoland Now
Independent Republic
' PARIS — Thgoland, a strip of
Africa located on that continent's
west coast. has joined neighboring
Gold Coast in freedom from Eu•
ropea II rule.
The people of Togoland. long un-
der French control, voted recent-
ly to establish a self-governing
Togolese Republic. freelay associa-
ted with the French Common.
wealth
Out of 437.453 registered voters.
lp,532 or nearly 72 per cent vot-for the new statute, while
22.266 or about five per cent favor-
ed maintenaire of the trustee-
shiu .ystem
In accordance with the new law,
the territorial assembly of
French Togoland became the To-
golese Legislative Assembly and
named Nicolas Grunitzy as its
first Prime Minister.
Under terms of the referendum
France will guarantee the terri-
torial boundaries of the new re-
public and will be responsible for
eefense and foreign affairs of To-
goland
Members of the Togolese assem-
bly are 'elected for five-years by
direct popular vote
France assumed control of the
area in 1919 when the League of
Nations placed the eastern por-
tion of the territory under man-
date. The western portion was ad-
ministered by Great Britain.
After World War II the United
Nations, in accordance with the
provisions of its charter, again
placed the two territories under
the trusteeship system
The people of Togoland enjoy-
ed the same rights and privileges
as other French citizens, sending
representatives to both houses of
the French Parliament.
In 1955 the territorial assem-
bly unanimously adopted a motion
in which it deglared that the time
had come Li consider ending the
trusteeship system, and asked
the French government to draft
a new statute
The French Assembly approv-
ed the referendum last June. -
  
by Not D. Williams
REMEMBERING RANDY
It was heartening news to learn
that the city of Florence. Ala has
decided to let the oorld know how
proud it is of a native son. famed
W. C. Handy. -Father of t h e
Blues".
The Mayor of Florence. Walter
Harrison. rightly observes. "We
consider Handy one of our most
famous cilisens. He is a real fine
guy.. In making our request. N% e
explained that St. Louis and Mem.
phis probably would want the horn
and piano. We explained that
Florence is a small town and such
a gift would be like a big frog in
a little pond for a long time
The Mayor was referring to Mr.
Hands 's golden trumpet and an.
cient piano, which it has been an-
nounced will he placed in a re-
stored three-room frame house set
aside as a Alabama shrine in
honor to one of the state's most
outstanding sons.
In the city of Florence Mr. Han-
dy is already remembered in other
ways. There is a Handy
Heights subdivision, a swimming
pool and school named in his hon
or. and a housing project for Ne
gives dedicated to the famed com-
poser of the blues.
All over the nation Mr. Handy
is recognized, respected and even
venerated for his contribution to
the cultural side of American life
Here in Memphis, it's the white
people and one Negro who ap
preciate, respect, and venerate
the 53-year-old maestro. Thanks to
white officials and private co
izens. in Memphis there is a lo-
cal park named in Mr. Handy's
honor. And thanks to ubiquitous
1.1. George W. Lees who as busy
as he is with politics and business,
yet finds time for little things,
the Blues Bowl Charity Game of
the Beale Street Elks, always re-
members to feature the "Father
of the Blues".
As for the rest of Negro Mem.
phis . .well it was Christ who
noted that a "prophet is without
honor in his own home.. . .among
his ow & kind. Despite the fact that
Mr. Ilridy•li most famous compo-
sitions the "Memphis Blues" the
Beale Street Blues and even the
world-famous "St. Louis Blues"
were composed on or near Beale
Street . the "blues ground of the
world- Memphis Negroes don't
honor Mr. Handy for his achieve-
The election is (toes together
with the pros and cons, as to is-
sues etc , ohich %sere engaged in
during the campaign. There is al-
ways political glory and impor-
tance gained by the winning can-
didates and their party in any
election, local, state or nation.
Presidential slectit s year had
more significance to the political
states of America at home and
abroad than any thing since the
Revolutionary War. The, election
of George Washington was the cel-
ebration of a victory for freedom
also the birth of a nation —a
triumph of the spirit of Democra-
cy.
The significant and important
facts brought in this election are
(I) the proof of the ability and
the willingness of the majority of
American citizens to forget par-
ty lines in their suport of
men in measures they believe to
be in and for the best interests
of America. Their political differ-
ences and fights. This fact is
very bewildering, also discour-
aging, to the enemies of America
from within, also from without.
PROOF OF GRATITUDE
The second significance fact is
the proof of the gratitude of the
majority of American Negroes
for the stand which Mr. Eisen-
hower has taken in interest of their
rights. This should be an interest-
ing lesson, also a warning to all
racial and religious bigots at home
and abroad. Eisenhower's election
is a rebuke to the proponents of
legal segregation in all of its forms
at home and abroad — A victory
for the forces of justice in Amer-
ica and couragement to the for-
ces of freedom and justice every-
where.
America is the greatest expon-
ent of democracy in the world to-
day.
The composition of its citizen-
ship ..ssesses many sroblems —
America is a human melting pot.
In this melting of of humanity,
there are many forms of preju-
dices because of race. creed.col-
or or religion which causes both
voluntary and legal segregation.
Voluntary segregation can best
be dispelled through education
and association. Legal segregation
can only be ended by law. Legal
segregation prohibits bota full ed-
ucational and associational proces-
ses. Segregation in America be-
ing of legal origin can best and
quickest be dispelled by the law.
A hundred years of education will
not free America 4 ra segre-
gation long as -egregation is
legal in any part of America.
RANKS V'H TREASON
Legal segr,_ tion ranks with
treason and Aber forms of disloy-
alty to the American state. Seg-
regation is also equally as disas-
trous to the American state as
any other forces,
+•••=monnor.--sp-mr-immur
ment. Rather the most literate
Negroes in town seem to take
pride in ignoring shat he has
done for the city the nation and
the world.
He has gisen the world a per
manent record of t he surging
songs or should we say "sobs"
which have poured from the heart
of a down-trodden folk who base
been trudging the long dusty road
to freedom and human dignity for
so many years. . through so mans
tears under so many loads with
so many abuses and with so many
drawbacks and handicaps toward
expression of how they have felt
The "blues- like the great
"Spirituals"C the slave era were
and are expressions of the inner
feelings of a folk. It might he
well here to point out that "folk''
means a group of people o ho are
largely agricultural or have a
country background and who are
not versed in reading and writing.
As a re'sult they espress their feel-
ings traditionally in song dancing
ad other boas movements.
The Negro in the U. S. has
been largely a -folk" until com-
paratively recent date But now
he's moving to towns and cities
in increasing numbers. And he's
losing much of the uniqueness and
loses this identity he is naturally
losing much of the unquee ad
color which Went with "living in
another world- . .the world of
one's inner self and inner feel-
ings. . tisually concealed from the
world in quick laughter and sob-
bing songs
As the Negro becomes more
eit-yfied and hook-wise, he creates
fewer and fewer hires . He's now
giving America "Rock 'n Roll".
despite loud cries of anger
and pain. If one had to make a
choice between blues and rock and
roll the suspicion grows that the
blues would win going away. Rock
'n Roll disturbs folks. The blues
have a way of soothing one's
nerves. Unfortunately there is a
growing number of Negroes who
reser sing the blues. . .they say
they have never felt them. Maybe
that's why so mans gel so mad
so quick without getting -smart-
like Cong. Bill Dawson suggests.
Now all that has to do with
hands . .in that it carries a bare
suggestion that it might not be
amiss for Memphis Negroes at
least to say they're glad he toed
here.
Segregation both denies and pro-
hibits individual and group growth
and development, moreover, such
denials and prohibitations rob the
collectise growth and development
of America. Furthermore Amen -
ii as a leading nation of the world
must be an example of th! prin-
ciples for which it stands. These
examples must begin at home, then
spread abroad.
The peace and prosperity of
America cannot be hased upon
sleep alone, as Important as
these are to an individual. They
are not good enough to fully sat-
isfy the longing in the heart of
every normal person.
A NORMAL HOPE
To be respected, to be recog•
ized and to be represented is
the ambition and hope of every
normal person.
All forme of slavery traditions
and customs are great enemies
to full and equal citizenship and
peace anywhere.
Only radical changes can effect
either of Giese. All radical chang-
es must have a dedicated individ-
ual to spearhead them.
Eisenhower has proven to he
the first President of the U. S.
since Abe Lincoln to make any
radical changes.
Eisenhower's election is the best
gooster to political leadership of
America, It will encouiage the
darker races of the wort. • de-
cide to embrace democracy also
the best guarantee of the peace
and prosperity of America.
Plan Awards In
Hump Relations
The city of Florence. Ala plans
to open a public shrine in honor
of W. Handy, famed Negro for-
mer citizen on Jan. 1.
The announcement was made
by Mayor Walter Harrison of Flor-
ence last week. He disclosed that
the famed composer's golden trum-
pet and ancient piano upon which
he wrote songs of international re-
pute will he placed in a restored
three-room frame house where
Handy was born in Florence, 83
years ago. 
practically half the human race
would be dead by d-wn.
First indication of the plans to With so much hatred and vio-
honor the famous former Mem- len
phis resident was given by Mr. 
Iidedele rEupatsitn gatin
th
Eisurniopoemaend lie
Handy himself, in a letter to his may find it hard to helieve that
friend. Lt. George W. Lee, Mem- the religious and political ideals
phis leader. of everyone of the nations in-
Mr. Handy. "Father of t h e volved in the current bloodbath
Blues." arranged for the delivery are based theoretically on the
of the trumpet and piano at a re- brotherhood of man Even t h e
cent meeting with Mayor Harri- Communists claim that they too,
son and ''''• vlorence Chamber of believe all men are brothers.
Comm" Tesentatives in New The Jewish, Christian, Moliam•
York C't. medan and Communist cultures
A Tree Grows In Southland
"These brownskin blondes and
colored girls with yellow streaks
through their hair attracting s'-
tention to themselves with heads
such as God never gave the "
said Simple. "they look like noth-
ing human me
"Some of them do look very
strange." I said.
"Have you seen them chicks
whose hair is all black on top,
but their horse tail is blond?" ask-
ed Simple -chat . the ti st!
Then when they wear skin-loch: tor-
eador pants on the street to boot,
and their behinds too< like a beer
barrel. I give up! At least ms
Cousin Minnie from Virginia does
not wear no skintight pants in
public."
"Has your Cousin Minnie got a
yellow streak through her hair
these days?"
"She has," said Simple, "which
is one reason why 1 no longer
speak to her when I see her in
bar. Cousin Minnie is too stout and
too colored I. be attracting atten-
tion to herself that-a•way. -very
body knows nature did not give
81innie no blonde hair nowhere on
her body. Yet she has done gone
to the beauty parlor and had three
inches of blonde put into her head
Do you think women are right
bright"
"They do strange things at
times," I said. "Rings through
their noses in India, saucers
through their lips in some parts of
Africa, Ivory splinter- tht .ugh
their ears in Australia."
"And blonde streaks in their
heads in Harlem.- said Simple.
"You can never tell what a wom-
an will think up. I said, 'Miami..
why did you do it?"
"What did your Cousin Min-
nie say?"
Like Nothing Human, Is The Way
Simple Describes New Hair-Do's
gslinme said, 'I want to attract
some attention to myself before
I get to old to totter and dodder.
I want the mens to notice me,
that's why.'
"I said. 'Girl, evcryhody has to
turn around and look at you now
twice. You look like nothing I
ever saw id" my natural life. You
look like you belong in the side-
show at Coney Island:
" 'If you was not my cousin by
blood. .less Semple,' sa,
•I would not take such remarks
off of you You are trying to tell
me I look like a freak?"
am,'' I says, 'and you do!
You was right nice looking until
you let them beauty shop people
Put that yellow frizzle in a hand
from sour forehead down .. the
nap of your neck, Now you look
like a stoplight before it changes
to green — that in-between signal
which is neither stop nor go. You
don't look like a woman no more
and you don't look like nothing
else either. Minnie. I will give
you the mones to go and have
your hair put back like it was, if
you will just do so.'
—Ginime Five Dollars.' says
Minnie. 'and I will think about it
" 'Oh. no,' I says. 'Think about
it is not what I meant. I do not
want to see you again messed up
like you is tonight. After all, we
are related.' "
" 'Didn't nobody else say they
don't like my hair.' says Minnie.
'And this is the latest style.'
" 'I am glad your hair is not
long enough for you In have a
horse.tail hanging down behind
like Josephine Baker. If you did,
I expect you would dye that
yellow, too.' "
" 'I am thinking of letting my
hair grow long.' says Minnie.
soti eould base to do
some hard thinking: I said iA ithout
thinking. Knowing hair is a sensi-
tise point with short -haired wom-
en, I did not mean to insult
Minnie But insulted she were. In
fact she said, 'Jess you do not
need to hurt my. feelings just be-
cause you do not like my new
hair style. You have hurled me so
bad now, being so critical, that
I feel like crying I am liable
to break down right here on this
bar stool if you do not buy me a
Scotch and soda. Bartender, White
Horse. please.'
"Do you know. I had In pay tor
that woman a drink! I could have
bought myself nine glasses of beer
with the mone, her one Scotch
cost. whilst the men was passing
up and down the har, looking front
her head to her haunches and
back, twisting with their eyes. PI
I hadn't been there. I expect Min.
nip would have been asked FAM•
direct questions, setting there
with that Halloween streak down
the middle of her head! I wish
she was no relation to me."
-Don't fake it so hard," I said.
'When the fad blows over, Min-
nie's hair will go back to nature.
Like two-tone cars, two-tone hair
is just a fad, and a rather amus-
ihg one, I think. At least, it
makes a man stop and stare
-If a woman is good-looking, a
man does not mind stopping to
stare. But Minnie is another story.
Why would she want to hold up
traffic like she do? Will you be so
kind as to buy me a beer? Fact
is, make it a whiskey. A double,
if you can stand it, daddy-o. I
need something strong to take my
mind off of Cousin Minnie's two-
toned hair."
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With bowed head and bencied all profess equalitarian principles
knee millions of human beings which have a basic similarity de-
are frantically praying at this spite obvious differences. All at
moment to their own particular reject, except the Communists,
God, asking for divine help and wcar as an instrument national
assistance in the bloody business policy,
of liquidating their neighbors. I suppose man is the supreme
The Jews are crying out to their hypocrite in the universe. Dumb
Godhead. the Aral ' of Egypt are animals, of course, ds not have
calling on Mehemet. the British our sapacity to resson (101.1Q h
are praying to their Protestant imagination perhaps to tell the big
God and the French are calling l ies by which we humans lige. If
on their Catholic saints along with
Hungary which, of course, is be-
ing besieged again by the god'
less baffidits from Moscow.
I suppose if we were given the
chance today to resign from the
human race and join the lower
animals in some remote jungle,
many of us would be ready to
take it, Our so-called civilized so-
cieties are reverting to savagery
and they are employin,s in the
process all miraculous inventions
and technological skills of 20th
century mart.
My earnest hope is that the
various godheads who are being
beseeched by these assorted tribes
will turn a deaf ear to the prayers.
If their prayers were answered
you "ain't nothing but a hound
dog" as Elvis Presley •laims, at
least the chasces are that you
will he incapable of dishon ty.
You simply must hay. an intel-
lect in order to make a complet•
ass out of yourself.
Be that as it may, we may dis-
cover some alleged reasons be-
hind the current conflicts. The oil
in the Middle East is one of the
richest prizes on earth and it is
vital to the welfare of Europe.
Practically all the oil is in the
hands of the Arab peoples. T h e
British and French imperialists
feel it would be suicidal to lose
that oil.
The Suez canal also is a vital
transportation link between the
gigantic industrial machine of Eu-
rope and the rich raw materials
and markets of Asia. Africa --dd
the Orient. The Arabs ar Egypt-
ians look upon both the oil and the
Su- --real as their own
ties with which they hope to use
to break the back of colonialism.
The wandering Jews of h
world have been led to believe by
the Zionist leadership that their
only seem( toture ties in the
growth and expansion of a Jew-
islestate. One in which every Jew
will be able to develop his talenta
and gifts En Er, fear and op-
pression. All Jews, however. are
not Zionists nor do they all be-
lieve that the success of Is-
rael will solve the so-called "Jew-
ish problem" in the modern s odd,
Incidentally. the late Louis
Writ)) in his book 'The Ghetto."
which was publisheti by the Uni-
versity of Chicago before Israel
wa s established, commented
•• . already it is becoming evi-
dent that the establishment of an
independent Jewish state, I a r
from solving the 'Jewish prob-
lem' would serely result in mir-
ing the ghetto international."
Today, howeve.. I doubt that
there are mans, Jews who do not
feel that Israel represents the
hest hope for the future and who
do not glory in its remarkable
progress and development in so
little time.
Each party to the current
bloody dispute both in Europe
and in the Middle East has itg
own side, its own set of rea-
sons, and its own frightening log-
ic We can listen to them all and
pass judgement as we see fit.
Perhaps before we pass judge-
ment it might he Nell to read
again some ugly chapters in our
national history, particularly the
treatment accorded the Indian
and the Negro.
Nevertheless, the acts of war
that have been committco cannot
be excused in my book. I believe
that those who I the !
will inevitably rot their own
throats. Maybe this is Ire destin?
of man. Inc final a st, suleides
Just imagine, eV. y huea Rala•
1st
, ,
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S. C. Cheatham, coach of
School football team. beat Corn- tored to Center Point where they Sells Crenshaw. University fibs-bins high for the first game this appeared on he 8th annual worn- pital and Mrs. Cora Whitt who isyear. en's day prog:am held at the Ha- sick at her home.Mrs. Helen Healy and Mrs. Mag- good Chapel church. Rev. S. L. The Big Three Night worshipgie Andrews and Mrs. Mattie Green is the Pastor, was held at the St. John Ind. Meth-Thomas sent sympathy to their Mrs. Eva Posey conducted an odist church, Rev. Amos Marks,brother, who passed in Chicago, re- elaborate program from the theme assistant riasior of the 1st Baptist
cently.
'The touch of faith." the amount church. delincied the message.Henry King is back home work-ins Music was rendered by the Big•he has been 
TUSCUMBIA to Birmingham last Sunday aft- CincinnatiBy C. A. ours ernoon, where the Rev. Robinson
The last rites of Sie Belue were , brought the final message. They
held on October 4 at the St. Paul were celebrating the 5th anniversa-
MB church of this city. Rev. N. ry of the Rev. H. J. Lane at the 
By Roy B. Parker
C Coleman, pastor, officiated. He Mt, Vernon Baptist church. Of great concern to many will
be the • f theentrance into
Bethesda hospital last Saturday of
Mrs. Michele Latham of 1010
Chapel st., for an operation. Mrs.
Latham wants her many friends
to member her.
Still confined to her Florence
ave. home with illness is Miss
Nancy Herron, daughter of the
Guy Herrons and popular in the
younger set in church and school
circles.
In Jewish hospital is Mrs. Susie
Simpson of Chapel at., whose
daughter. Mrs. Mary Ball is well
known in church circles. Mrs.
Simpson is the grandmother of
Bill Fields, former ace disc jock-
ey here and who is now on the
air waves in Chicago.
Also in Jewish hospital, await-
ing an operation. is-Mrs. Mary
Hubbard of Lincoln pl., mother of
Mrs. Norma Conners, widely
known church and club woman.
In Veterans' hospital on Vine
St. is Mr. Harry Mitchell of Pros-
pect pl. He is the husband of
highly esteemed Mrs. Myrtle Mit-
chell.
Returned to his Lincoln ave.
home from Jewish hospital is Mr.
Lindsay Dixon of Lincoln ave.
Overjoyed is his wife, Betty and
daughter, Naomi.
An interesting speaker at tl-
morning service of Men's Day
last Sunday morning at First Bap-
tist church,. Walnut Hills, Rev. B.
E. Edmondson, 'pastor was Dr. R.
E. Clarke. The eminent medic in
, his timely address emphasized the
, duties and requirements of men in
working i n Eser-
BESSEMERi Sam Blow left last Tuesday for rence, Ala., Rev. Hampton and: By G. W. IVEYDetroit, Mich., where he will spend church members and many other i
relatives wish him a speedy re-, Mrs. Rosie Lee Dozier is t h eSor 4 months with his daughter. 
proud mother of a baby girl, Bren-;John L. Fisher, principal of the coven'.
The Mt. Carmel MB church ren- da Denise born on November 1 at1Washington Jr. high school, at- ,
dered services at the Mt. Pleasant the Bessemer General hospital.tended the annual conference as
MB church last Sunday. The Mt. Mother and baby are fine.principal and supervisor at Ala-
Pleasant church was celebrating West Jeffery ot Columbus, Miss.,barna State college in Montgom- its 80th anniversary and 16th an- and Mrs. Harriet McCrary were'--"ery, Ala. Fishrr also served as a
niversary of the pastor, Rev. W. wed at the Court House in Colum--- fudge for the educational for ex- M. Ford. bus, Miss., on November 2. Mrs.*bit at the Alabama State College! The B.S.A. Circle will meet with McCrary was the former wife ofgymnasium. Mrs. Sallie Smith on October 6. Mr. Lewis McCrary, who passedPine Grove church held their , Refreshments will be served. Mrs. six years ago.bible meeting last week. Rev. Nlos-' Smith, supervii,or, Mrs. Eggleston, The Eleven o'clock worship atley of Selma, Ala.. and quiet a few president, Mrs Graves, secretary. the St. John Independent Methodistout-of-town visitors attended the
ow.
I Alabama
WEST BLOCTON
By PERCY BLACK
Sunday school of the New Hope
AKE church was called to order
at 9:30 a.m., Nev. 4 with Mr. Per-
cy Black, superintendent. in
charge. Subject of lesson, "The
Suffering Servant," found, Isaiah
5;3 chapter, 1-12 verses. Memory
selection, "He was wounded for
our transgressions, He was bruised
for our iniquities, the chastisement
of our peacs was upon Him, and
with His stripes we are healed.
Isaiah 53 charter and 5 verse.
Class Number 3 lead the banner.
Lesson review by the Superinten-
dent. Mrs. Sattie M. Curse of De-
troit. Mich.. is guest of relatives
and friends here.
PTA program was in session at
the Union Baptist church, Novem-
ber 4, Rev. B. T. Wilson, pastor.
Program as following: Song,
"Holy, Holy Holy"; Invocation by
Rev. Wilson: song, "It is no- sec-
ret"; greetings by Mrs. Ruth
Cutts; paper by Miss Jessie D.
James, subject. "Obligations and
iuties of children to their par-
ents." Response by Mrs. Maggie
Price. Song, •'On Jordan stormy
banks I stand." Paper by Mr.
Charles L. Collins. Subject, "Obli-
gations and Julies of parents to
their children." Response by Mrs.
Alma Willis. Solo "It is my de-
sire," by Miss Mary Joe Steel.
Song, "Marching to Zion." Finance
committee, Mr. Sammie Avery,
Mr. George Davis, Mr. Tommie L.
Cutts, Prof. Lewis W. Kindricks,
principal in charge.
Annual conference of the AME
Eon churches, North Alabama,
went in session Nov. 7 at Ensley,
Al a.
Mrs. Rebecca Curse and chil-
dren of Birmingham, Ala., w a s
week's guest of relatives a n d
friends here. Mr. Will Motley is
buAding a new home at the West
Bbcton Heights. Mr. Henry Curse
has returned from the hospital. He
is resting fine.
• •
BREWTON
• By ALEX AUTRY
Mrs. Eddie Mac McLemore
spent the weekend in Evergreen,
Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Lovelace mo-
tored to Evergreen to pick up Mrs.
olt,nfl'c eInnhtor1 t Vrirl2v•
Mrs. Morrow filis Bias in Public Housing'
Tells Howard
Women Of HHFA
WASHINGTON — ( AN P ) —
Housing is one phase of American
life which has made little prog-
ress toward "full democratic
equality." declared Mrs. Corienne
R Morrow last week.
Delivering the keynote address
at the third annual Howard Wom-
en's Weekend the housing expert
claimed that "premium payments
and second mortages" from home
buyers in lower income groups
puts money into the pockets of
higher income groups who have!
moved to "suburbia."
Mrs. Morrow, who is now a re-
search associate of the New York'
Commission co Inter-Group Re-1
lations, was formerly employed as
racial relations advisor with the
Housing and Home Finance Agen-
cy. She was fired from that job
by the Republican Administration,
and rehired after winning an ap-
peal with the Civil Service Com-
mission.
After winning her fight, Mrs.
Morrow resigned to accept the
position in New York. She claimed
that the many years of effort she
Ihad ;hit forth for the integration
of housing, financed by federal 1
funds. was responsible for her dis-
charge. The charges which she
lizln,atclewaect kth. e !iote of her discharge!
were repeated in her speech here
i
1
She claimed that the 1111FA is .
he -last bastion of governmental-'
!!. sanctioned racism in the U.S."
She cautioned against urban re-
newal programs that would turn
land over to private developers to
build racially restricted housing.
Mrs. Morrow challenged the
government to "open up the hous-
ing supply built with money of
all the people of the U. S." i
Her address was followed by 1
workshop groups who discuss the
_
problems of housing as they af-
fect rninoritiei
The Howard Women's Weekend
was climaxed with a breakfast
given by Mrs. Mordecai W. John-
!
, son, wife of the president of the
1 university, and religious services
at Andrew Rankin Chapel on the
i campus.
Akbama
•
QUEEN AND COURT of
Sout4ern University, Baton
Rouge, La. Miss Evangeline
Davi s, Southern university
senior from New Orleans, La.,
e
(behind wheel) will be crown-
ed "Miss Southern" Friday,
Nov. 10. She's surrounded by
members of her court. Left to
•
right are Miss Zelda Ruth
Hines, Alexandria, La. junior:
Miss Collien J. Lamotte, Ba-
ton Rouge, senior; Miss Vera
Williams, Baton Rouge, so-
phomore, and Miss Barbara
A. Colema r. S1':•eveport,
freshman.
A group of o le motored toleaves to mourn his passing a Pe P
wife, Mrs. Mary Belue, two daugh- Birmingham, recently where they
* d thefamily• horn-ters, Mrs. Augusta Johnson an
Mrs. On Lee Kyles. In Detroit, age to the late Collins Miller who
Mich. three sons and two broth- was funeralized. Rev. H. F. Gunn,
I ers and many other relatives and officiated.
friends. I The children of the late Mrs.
Elzie Hampton of this city was Nettie Lewis takes this method to
thank our many friends for theircalled to Kenny's Veteran hospital 
. .
. Miss Myrtle Edith Grace of Ev- In MemPhis' t° the bed si e  .ing the death of our mother.ergreen is spending a week with brother. I
lir. and Mrs. Noah Lovelace. Rev. John T. Hampton of Flo-I
• • church began with singing by the
• meeting.
SPRINGFIELD officers and members. Rev. J. L.
I
1 Mrs. M. M. Calhoun attended the By MRS. FLORA MAE WOODIE Miller delivered a powerful mes-local school self study conference!I Mrs. Pinkie Glover has recover_ sage, subject "the Old Ruggedat Morengo County Training school ed from the duration of several Cross." After the sermon holylast Saturday.
communion was gi‘en ' - IliaessPiasst:Mrs. Alice Maldon has returned Deacon Glover of the Mt. Zion tor, Rev. J. L. Millto the city after spending a few
' days illness.
Baptist church is much improved, ant pastor, Rev. P.
!e•
illiamsdays in Nashville, Tenn., attending after a brief illness, and a visiting mini:A, lin Cor-a beauty conference, Mrs. Maldon Sirs. Mary Patrick is a shut-in. nelious, assisted. Dr. i',2,...q,lious isis a local beautician. Mrs. Noel Channey has recover. an Indian minister who lives onMitchell Culliver was hurt after cd from her illness and is now liv- 26th st.. Fairfax ave., and is near-falling in a pit, recently. He is in ing- with her daughter, Johnnie ing his 93rd birthday. Rev. J. L.the McMillian hospital.
The Pail d school, D. H. Burns,
 Mae at the Airport in Highland. Miller. pastor.
Mrs. Bass has recuperated from Our get well wishes are to Ar-principal, held their PTA me an illness of several days duration. thur Keyton, veterans hospital.ing on October 25. Mesdames Lois Mose. Minnie Mrs. Bertha Cross. Bessemer Gen-Mae Kelley and F. Si. Woodie ma- cral. Rev. S. J. Foster and Mr.
kin expression of sympathy dur-d of his
of S311.00 was raised.
green, Ala. After a brief visit here with her, Three Choir, Rev. J. L. Miller,parents and relatives, Mrs. Ethel pastor. 5 at the Bess( mer Stadium. Mr.
The Young Men's Progressive Lee Moss has returned. The Dunbar Blue Devils will tan- Bonds Henderson. coach and J.American legion home last week.
club sponsored a party at t h e Miss Georgia Lee Hammond is gle with Parke,' High on November,i S. Abrams, pi incipal.
keeping physically, 
mentally clean in order to main.
Mtam clean homes, dutiful wives
and community respect.
Guest speaker at Dirr Street
Methodist church last Sunday af-
ternoon was Miss Dorothea Gross,
teacher. club and sorority woman
and outstanding church leader and
past State president of the Fed-
erated Colored Women's Club of
Ohio.
Readying for their next month's
annual election of officers and
now living in Teaneck, N. J. wherePete Rodger motored to Beatrice 
she has recently been employed.to visit his mother who is ill. 
Miss Lillie Mae Richardson isMrs. Pearline Cunningham was 
making her home in Omaha. Neb.the weekend guest of her mother She expects to get married inand father.
June.Mrs. Carter is still on the sick
Youth's Day program will havelist, also Mrs. Harvey Pryer and the theme "Youth of Today," it
will be held the 3rd Sunday in
November at the Mt. Zion Baptist
ehurch. Rev. T C. Williams is the
pastor.
Lidge Hadin,g
Mrs. Lela McKee has her son
borne from Boston.
Mr. Dock, passed last Wednes-
day night ani was buried last
Thursday. He was 105 years old.
He was buried in Baptist Hill
cemetery.
John Cheatham motored to Mo-
tile, Ala.. Nov. 5 to see the game.
Mr. Willie Mays and his cubs.
Also Mr. Charlie Harris. Willie.
Jefferson. Henry Montgomery and
Mr. King.
The last rites were held for Bin
Riley. who resided in Brewton,
Ala., for over 50 years. Her age
was also 105 years old. Jerry L.
Simmons was the mortician.
• *
ALDEN
By JIM THOMAS, JR.
Mrs. Lillie Roseberry had as
her guests recently, Misses Ear-
lene, Dorothy Lee and Betty Jean
Lasley of Marion. Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Ingram were
here from Wellsburg, W. Va., visit-
ing their nephew. Oliver Clayton,
recently.
Charles Burt Oliver Clayton and
Rev. Clark Harris were delegates
to the U.M.W A. convention held
eine inn a t i, Ohio. They repre-
sented local union 6255 of Flat ley,
- •
•
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TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
The celebrating of the 8th An-
nual women's day program at the
Hagood Chapel Church Center
Point on last Sunday brought to-
gether a host of out of town visit-
ors. These women, represented
their respectise churches and pas-
tors on the occasion. Mrs. Eva
Poeey was the mistress of cere-
monies and rendered an elaborate
program, which was enjoyed by
all. Mrs. L. M. Braxton of Rag-
land was the guest speaker and
Rev. S. L. Green was the presid-
ing minister.
The Rev. George Booker preach-
ed last Sunday morning for t h e
Rev. M. L. Robinson at the New
Bethel Baptist church.
A group of members motored
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Fowler are
the proud parents of a baby boy.
born recently.
Lorraine lilexander. arrived
home from the South Highland In-
firmary. where he spent three
weeks recently.
AFTER 25 YEARS, nine
members of the Class of '31
at A&T college, Greenshoi 0.
N. C. are united at their (lass
reunion held at the school.
Those attending were (seat-
ed) (from left) J. c. Mac-
Laughlin, Green.hoi ; Mrs.
Jessie G. Costner, Shelby;
Roundup
Christmas party. members of the
BRB Club of First Baptist church,'
Walnut Hills, met last Saturday
evening under the usual inspiring
direction of Mrs. Helen Martin,
their beloved president. This group
of outstanding church women will
sponsor Mrs. Estella Rowe, our
leading soprano, in a recital on
the fourth Sunday of this month.
Awaited with increasing igterest
is the annual play of the" AME I
Youth Council, "Lost Victory" un-
der sponsorship of the Associated
Club of Brown Chapel church, at;
the church on Sunday, Nov. 18 at I
7 p.m.
Mrs. Katie Victor is chairman
of the event and Mrs. Geraldine
Thornton, director of the Youth
Council.
Members of the Evangeline
Cradle of Catherine Both Home
and Hospital, 836 Beecher st., are
smiling over their great success
of ast Saturday afternoon in their
crowded annual Tea and Bazaar.
A lovely program preceded sale of
many delicious bake sale items,
needle goods asd both novelties.
Mrs. Theodore Walker is presi-
dent of this fine group of associat-
ed club women whose labors each
year brings to the maternity
wards of Catharine Booth Hos-
pital and Girls Home some needed
piece of eeuinment. Mrs. Helen
Martin handled publicity and Mrs.
Ruth Duvall, was general chair-
man.
Among a number of Post Office
veterans retired from the Cincin-
nati branches of the post office
here were: Eugene Sims with the
incredible tenure of forty-nine
years of service; Lawrence Fria-
son with thirty-eight years and
Barton Ward with thirty-four
years. What a grand trio of faith-
ful servants, Uncle Sam.
Dr, F. H. Mason of Cleveland
was in Cincinnati. Sunday, to
preach at Brown Chapel AME
church and conduct Quarterl:.
Meeting there in the evening Dr.
Mason was re-appointed Presiding
Elder of the AME South Ohio Cin-
cinnati District at the recent an-
nual conference in Hamilton. Ohio
by Bishop E. C. Hatcher of the
,Third Episcopal Are...
We hear from delighted mem-
bers of Mt. Zion Methodist, Wal-
nut Hills, that capacity congrgga.
J. Neil Armstrong, Green-
horn; Mrs. Minim' .1. trims,
New York. Standing. E. F.
Corbett, Greensboro; F. A.
tions greeted their former pastor,
Dr. Damon P. Young and his love-
ly wife on Men's Day a. few Sun-1
days ago. Dr. Young, high]. es-
teemed during his eventful pastor-
ate here at Mt. Zion. was guest!
speaker at the morning service
and Mrs. Young delivered the af-
ternoon address. Sorry indeed, we
were working that morning and
afternoon. Certainly would have
been there otherwise.
Along with a multitude of others
we have always deeply admired
Dr. Young is one of the greatest
intellectuals in the Methodist
Church and one of its cleanest
and most upright clergymen. And
his wife, a lovely and model wom-
an and mother.
Dr. Chester A. Clark of New
York City, who is Connectional
Secretary of Missions of the AME
church will deliver the morning
sermon at Brown Chapel AME
church. Nov. 25 which will be
known as Harvest Day in the
church.
Over one hundred members of
six Ohio Masonic lodges greeted
Grand Master •J. B. Simmons of
'Toledo, of Ohio F & AM, PHA.
Masons, recently at a testimonial
, dinner at the Manse hotel. The af-
fair was highlighted by a three
hour question and asswer period.
Among those hosting this im-
portant affair were Grand Senior
Warden Carl Wilson. Brothers
Atty. Joseph H. Fulton, Bruce pal-
mer, Ralph Jehnson, Deputy
Grand Lecturer Floyd Black. W.
' M. Gooseby, W. M. Herbert and
Mose Alexander.
Drama lovers are eagerly await-
ing the coming of Vinnette Car-
, rol. New York, and famous for
her dramatic interpretations of
famous characters of ,histoory to
the University of Cincinnati. Dec.
5 to share in the program of the
Contemporary Thought Series.
Miss Carrot. Jamaica born and a
'graduate of New York and LongI Island Universities has appeared
on radio. TV and the stage in
roles of importance in such top
' radio and TV shows as Suspense.
Martin Kane, True Romance and
others.
While in Cincinnati she will in-
terpret roles of characters of the
ancient Greet and Roman thegter.
Reserve tickets are available now
at the campus ticket office, UC
Evening College.
' A large number of excited young
ladies are linisg up to try to take
honors in the Ninth St. Y's Miss
Williams, Greensboro; Frank
Faison, Clinton; E. W.
Draughen, Gastonia, and C.
U. DeBerry, Elizabethtown.
Florida
I PAHOKEE
1 ' 
By R. C. DURR
The Halloween party at the East
1 Lake Jr. high school was enjoyed1
+ by all and prizes were won by sev-
eral people. attending.
, The last Sunday was a high day • -
I for St. Jame AME church, sister
1 Jessie. Mae Williams called the
school ps order at 9:30 a.m and
, also for morning service. The Rev.
I A. A. Williams. presiding elder of
, the West- Palm Beach District
' preachecPa wonderful sermon and
two persons were added to the
church. Henry Wylder from Lake
, City, Fla., and Miss Catherine
I Morris from King Ferry, N. Y.
i Miss Morris served the past sum-
mer as an assistant office work-
, er to Ruben Morris, sr., chief ad-
ministrator for the King Ferry
1 Produce Coop. St. James wishes\ to welcome Miss Morris as shecan be of a great help to the
, church.\ Mr. and Mrs William Russ havereturned also Mr. R. C. Dun, oneof the church organists. M r s.
Claudie Mae Jackson. Mrs. Olie
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Short-
er and Mrs. Ideba Smith.
The presiding elder wasvery
pleased at tie: wonderful work,
Rev. Lewis Myers, jr., is doing
fine at St. James AME church.
We have on our sick list, Mrs.
Bessie Coleman, Mrs. Vallie Drum-
mer, Mrs. Retha Mal Davis, Mrs.
Lilie Gillins, Ruben Morris, sr..Universe contest dated for Friday, 1 and Mrs. 0, 0. Williams.Nov. 30. Several hundred dollars Mrs. Inez Deen of the Deen Gos-worth of lovely gifts have already
been gathered from generous
merchants for this event. Mrs.
Pearline Posey is gener.1 chair-
man.
The John Hays Club of Union
Baptist church, Mound and Rich-
mond sts„ are sponsoring a Moth-
er and Daughter combination n
a program of "Songs and Prose,
featuring Mrs. Estella Tate, and
daughter, Alfreda. The affair hon-
ors the Sixty-eighth anniversary
of the John Hays club. Mrs. Rena
Carter is general chairman. The
date is Nov. 11 at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Loretta Manggrum will be
the outstanding accompanist.
The Tenth Annual -Harvest Day
program of St. Andrews Episcopal
church is set for Nov with Mr.
Matthew Fairfax as general chair- SNEADS
man. 
This outstanding affair, held at The 
By
jpeni n. Op ng forSnjacksonthe Walnut Hills YMCA, 2840 Mel- County training was held on Oc-
rose axe., is expected to draw its tober 21, beginning at 2:30 to 5:00usual immense patronage. Music, p.m,
booths and other attractions make, The student eouncil: and facultythis harvest proarain one of great will move in Monday, October 22.appeal. Dr. Edmund H. Oxley is
rector of St. Andrews Episcopal
church.
The Fellowship Dinner of Brown
Chapel Youth last Sunday was a
great success. Due for top com-
mendation for this nighty success-
ful affair was Mrs. Mablc Embry.
whose usual indefatigable efforts
sparked the dinner effort Also
assisting the youth of the church
in this effort were Mrs. Sallye
Whitelaw, Mrs. Dorothy Kenricks,
Mrs. Etta Gordon and Mrs. Lionel
- Williams. Miss Barbara Jones was
I general chairman, assisted by Mis-
ses Caroline Payoe. •.1.freda Tate,
Douglass Barnett jr., Mis.s Jett,
Helen Hollingshed, Elaine Wil-
liams and others.
Mrs. Martha Lilly of Greenlawn
ave. surprised her husband, Dav-id, with a gay birthday party last Cla. Rev. R. T. Whitaker. IleySunday night. It was a real cozy Ssinreekllslisatudv.e JiohInvisShpirtehlesm a are 
spec
necour
affair. 
Bobby Gazaway. popular and recovery.
talented young member of Lee Mrs. Bessie Eggleston is visitingChapel and active in youth affairs her mother. Mrs. Deansie Donald.in AME junior circles, is attend- eh° has returned home after els-
, 
ing Teachers College at UC and in iting the recent session of t h •line with his great musical tal- AME church conference.ents has made the college glee
club.
Returning to the successful
Evangeline Cradle Tea and Bazaar
Of the Catharine Booth Home and
Hospital last Saturday, we've just
received the names of the com-
mittee chairmen. They were: Mrs.
Frances Meguarry, Bake Sale;
Mrs, Sallie Noel, Country Store:
Mrs. Sophtonia Ellis, Parcel Post;Mrs. Marie Gaines, Fish Pond;
Aprons, Mrs. Anna Goode: Pro-
gram Mrs. Louis Sparks. Hostess-
es, Mrs. Elizabeth Xing; Publici-
ty, Mrs. Helen Martin, General
Chrm.. Mrs. Theo. Walker.
pel singers has consented to serve
as pianist for Choir No. 1 of Shilo
Missionary Baptist church.
Robert Green and Johnnie Ore.
recently had weekend guests from
Montgomery, Ala., visiting them.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Richerson
had weekend guests from Ft. Lau-
derdale, Fla., Miss Alice Thomp-
son of lndiantown, Fla., spent the
. winter with her mother, Mrs. Sa-
die Thompson of the city.
Miss Margrie Jackson, one of the
clerks of the Hunts Grocery Co.,
of King Ferry. N.Y.. is spending
her winter vacation in our city.
Mrs. Robert Green from Tampa
spent the weekend with her hus-
band, Bob Green.
*
the Mt. Olive MB church will
at the St. Peter's Baptist churl,
on October 21. Everyone is invited
to attend.
There will be a home coming
ball game at the Florida Industri-
al School on Thursday. October 25.
fn. Hoppie Bee, wife of Mr.
Robert Bee. passed at her home
last Saturday after a lingering
Alness. The funeral arrangements
are incomplete at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yon of
Blountstown visited his cousin,
Mrs. Melendia Jenkins recently.
Rev. R. T. Whitaker, Iley Spells
and John Spirels are on our sick
list. We wish them a speedy re-
covery. •
Mrs, Lessie Williams is visiting
relatives and Ii lends in Pensacola,
•
Colorado
COLORADO SPRINGS
By GRACE REDDEN
Hello everybody everywhere!!!!
It is a bit on the cold side here
in the Pikes Peak Region with
threats of snow.
Cupid strikes again. Miss Ruth
Dowd will become the bride of Pfc.
Robert McKinney on the 16th of
November. Miss Dowd, a graduate
of Colorado Springs high school,
 and a member of Trinity Baptist
I church is the daughter of Mr. an
Mrs. G. W. 11-Ise of the city. T
groom is the snit of Mr. and M
Theodore McKinney of Memphis.
Tenn,
Mrs. Gladys Vann of 334 IV Ver.-
mijo had as her recent guest her
daughter. Miss Cynthia Vann of
Denver, Colo.
Fort Carson Roll call: S-Sgt. Jo-
seph Teague, now in school in
Wichita Falls. Texas, has been hos-
pitalized for .1 week now.
After sixtegn months of overseas
duties SP3 and Mrs. William Cut.
fey are back in the Springs with
the 9th Divisnit.-They are accom-
panied by their daughter, Sawatha
and their latest addition, William
K.. Ms. Evelyn Roberts ventured
to Denver 'the past week to visit
her husband Philip who is hos-
pitalized at Firsimmons Army hos-
pital. Pfc. and Mrs. Lenon M. Har-
ris are the prowl parents of a baby
girl. Constance born on the 22nd
of October at Fort Carson Army
hospital.
Among the many G.T's and th.doehr
milies living in the Pikes P
Region are: Set and Mrs. Einar
Hall of Memphis. Tenn and
iP2 and Mrs Henry Daniels 4'
Manhattan, Kans,
Georgia
MCRA E
By VIOLA THOMAS
The annivecsary services at the
New Shiloh Al: church began on
October 31. with Rev. L. J. San-
ders, the guest speaker of Fitz-
gerald. Ga. t,n Thursday night,
Rev. L. Cleme,:ts was the speaker
of McRae. Ga. on Sunday. Rev.
S. T. Fulwoorl. church from Haw-
kinville, Ga., was present to en-joy the servicos. Rev. S F. Full-
wood, preached an inspiring ser-intm at the noen day hour.
Rev. Pitts preached the 1 a 's t
sermon recertly. The pastor of
Curren CME church. It was a
high day at Shiloh,
Miss. College At
Peak Enrollment
JACKSON, Miss. — The tremen-
dous growth of Jackson State col-
lege is showr when enrollment
figures 10 years ago are compar-
ed with present-day registration
figures. The 1946-47 total college
, enrollment was 358.
•
